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	 	 Monday	 9	a.m.-5	p.m.	 Wednesday	 9	a.m.-6	p.m.	 Friday	 9	a.m.-3	p.m.
	 Office	Hours	for	the	Selectmen’s	Office	/	Town	Administrator
	 	 Monday	 9	a.m.-5	p.m.	 Tuesday	and	Thursday	 8	a.m.-4	p.m.
	 	 Wednesday	 9	a.m.-6	p.m.	 Friday	 9	a.m.-4	p.m.























Park.	 Furthermore,	 it	 goes	without	 saying	 that	many	people	whose	 names	 are	 not	 listed	 on	 “official”	
committees	volunteer	their	time,	their	talents,	and	their	expertise	on	behalf	of	the	Town	because	they	love	
it	here.	Thank	you	all!
Pictures courtesy of Lynette Eastman
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Pictures courtesy of Phil De Vice, Wiscasset Newspaper







































































































































































	Comments	 should	 always	 be	 courteous.	 Personal	 and	 accusatory	 comments	 are	 out	 of	 order.	
Profanity,	disorderly	language	or	gestures	at	meetings	are	prohibited.




Special Note: The following is the “PROPOSED WARRANT.” As much as the Selectpeople and the 
Administrator attempt to have all the Warrant Articles ready for the Town Report prior to going to print, 
there are occasions where legally there could be Warrant Articles added, edited or deleted from what 
has been printed in the Town Report. Therefore: in accordance with MRSA Title 30-A §2523, please check 
the legal posting of the Warrant seven days prior to Town Meeting posted at: The Town Office, Woolwich 
Central School, Woolwich Post Office and at www.woolwich.us. 























































































Note: This article is needed because the LD1 Tax Reform Legislation does not take into account the Town’s 
use of Surplus to reduce taxes when processing the commitment of taxes and the appropriations approved 

















































	 	 Appropriated		 Recommend






















	 	 $8,994.00	 $33,094.00
*	Animal	Control	&	Care	for	care	of	the	Town’s	stray,	homeless	pets	at	Coastal	Humane	Society	Kennel	
or	a	similar	facility	and	for	vet	and	medical	cost	associated	with	the	care	of	these	animals.
Article	18	To	see	 if	 the	 town	will	vote	 to	 raise	and	appropriate	 the	 sum	of	$53,268.00	 to	 support	 the	
operating	costs	of	 the	Patten	Free	Library	and	 to	 authorize	 the	Selectmen	 to	 spend	any	amount	up	 to	
$53,68.00.		 06	Appropriation	$5,4.00
4	 ANNUAL	REPORT
Article	19	To	 see	 if	 the	 town	will	 vote	 to	 raise	 and	appropriate	 the	 sum	of	$40,050.00	 for	 the	Office	
Operations	account.	The	approximate	breakdown	of	the	account	is	as	follows:

































	 	 $3,050.00		 $31,850.00	
	06	appropriation	$3,050.00









Assessing	Agent	 for	 the	purpose	of	assessing	and	maintaining	 the	equity	of	 the	property	assessments.	
Further,	 to	see	 if	 the	 town	will	vote	 to	raise	and	appropriate	 the	sum	of	$26,100.00	as	payment	 to	 the	
Assessing	Agent.	 	06	appropriation	$0,00.00	
	






















Explanation: This action would allow the Town of Woolwich to lease town-owned land to ReVision Energy 
or to a similar company. Passage of this warrant article would enable the Town and a solar energy 
company to enter into a long term contract for on-site solar electricity generation on town-owned property 
that would offset all or part of the Town’s electricity needs. Under the Power Purchase Agreement, there 
would be no upfront cost to the Town of Woolwich. Rather, in years one through six, the town would 
purchase the solar electricity from ReVision Energy at rates comparable to the Town’s current utility rates. 
Then, in the seventh year, the Town would have the opportunity to buy the system for an amount less than 




















Fund	Balance	Account	 for	 the	Selectboard	 to	 use	 if	 necessary	 for	 unanticipated	 solid	waste	 disposal/
recycling	costs.
	 c)	 To	 see	 if	 the	Town	will	 raise	 and	 appropriate	 the	 sum	 of	 $2,000.00	 for	 the	Household	
Hazardous	Waste	Collection	event.**
**Note:	Each year in May, the City of Bath, along with area towns, sponsors a Household Hazardous 
Waste Collection Day. Citizens sign up to dispose of such items as oil based paints, fuels, solvents, 
insecticides, etc. This year the HHW day will be May 6th. You must preregister. FMI - Please see the 
























		 	 06	 	 2017
Hydrants	 (Bath)	 $7,904.00	 	@	$,49.00	 $7,904.00





































Wages		 	 38,000.00	 38,000.00






	 	 	 a)	to	issue	Bond(s)/Note(s)in	an	aggregate	principal	amount	of	up	to	$348,000.00	and	
	 	 	 b)	to	fix	the	date(s),	maturity(ies),	denomination(s),	Interest	rate(s),	call(s)for	redemption,	
place(s)	of	payment,	form	and	other	details	of	the	Bond(s)/Note(s)	on	behalf	of	the	Town	
of	Woolwich,	and	





	 	 (a)	 Bonds	outstanding	and	unpaid:	$80,000.00
	 	 (b)	 Bonds	authorized	and	unissued:	$0.00
	 	 (c)	 Bonds	to	be	issued	if	this	Article	is	approved:	$348,000.00





	 	 Principal	 $348,000.00
	 	 Interest	 $	7,765.	








































































































































































































































































Jennifer	Ritch-Smith		 Term	Expires:		 November	07		 443-549

























NAME		 ADDRESS		 EVENING	 TERM
		 	 PHONE		 EXPIRES
AGRICULTURAL/FOREST	RESOURCES	COMMITTEE--meets	as	needed	
Joan	Jordan	 858	Old	Stage	Road		 443-9080		 6/30/7
Evan	Holbrook		 	Holbrook	Lane		 84-574		 6/30/9
Paul	Goscinski		 53	Ames	Drive	 389-4775		 6/30/9
Arlene	Whitney		 4	Old	Stage	Rd		 443-9489		 6/30/8
One	Vacancy		 	 	 6/30/6
One	Vacancy	 	 	 6/30/7
One	Vacancy	 	 	 6/30/8
	
BOARD	OF	APPEALS--meets	as	needed
Gregory	Doak		 46	Old	Stage	Road		 44-78		 6/30/7
Faylene	Webster		 47	Old	Arrowsic	Road	 389-443		 6/30/7
Linda	Crawford	 67	Gotham	Woods	Lane	 84-94		 6/30/8
One	Vacancy		 	 	 6/30/8


















Joan	Jordan,	VC		 858	Old	Stage	Rd		 443-9080		 6/30/7
Evan	Holbrook	 	Holbrook	Lane		 4-574		 6/30/9
Paul	Goscinski		 55	Ames	Drive		 389-4775		 6/30/8
One	Vacancy		 	 	 6/30/8
One	Vacancy	 	 	 6/30/9























*Greg	Buczkowski		 44	Pleasant	Cove	Drive		 5-908		 6/30/7	
Deborah	Locke		 0	River	Road		 443-5684		 6/30/7
Charon	Curtis		 93	Dana	Mill	Rd	 5-0696		 6/30/8
Gaius	Hennin		 4	Barley	Neck	Rd		 75-643		 6/30/9
One	Vacancy		 	 	 6/30/7




Caelie	Smith	 58	Middle	Rd		 443-5		 6/30/8
Roger	Baffer		 7	Middle	Rd	 44-705		 6/30/8
James	Collins		 9	Nequasset	Pines		 607-684		 6/30/9
Rebecca	Roche		 98	Old	Stage	Road		 	 6/30/7











Michael	Sinton		 	 44-7753		 0/3/0
ROAD	COMMITTEE--meets	as	needed
Jack	Shaw,	ex-officio		 	 443-393
Robert	Meade		 P.O.	Box	0		 443-580		 6/30/7
Linda	Potts-Crawford		 66	Gotham	Woods		 84-94		 6/30/9
Evan	Holbrook		 	Holbrook	Lane		 84-574		 6/30/8
Arlene	Whitney		 4	Old	Stage	Rd		 443-9489		 6/30/7
One	Vacancy		 	 	 6/30/9
SHELLFISH	CONSERVATION	COMMITTEE--meets	st	Tuesday	of	each	month	@	6:00	PM
*Daniel	Harrington		 74	Dana	Mill	Road		 443-04		 6/30/7
Timothy	LaRochelle		 357	Chopps	Cross	Rd		 39-9890		 6/30/9
Paul	Dumdey	 346	River	Rd		 443-3479		 6/30/7
Stephen	Lackovic		 PO	Box	8	Bristol		 563-078		 6/30/9
Two	Vacancies	 	 	 6/30/8
One	Vacancy		 	 	 6/30/9
	
SOLID	WASTE	AND	RECYCLING	COMMITTEE--meets	3rd	Wednesday	of	each	month	7:00	PM
Terry	Hanna		 347	Middle	Rd		 443-679		 6/30/7
Fred	Kahrl		 937	Middle	Rd		 44-8497		 6/30/7
Linda	Crawford	 66	Gotham	Woods		 84-94		 6/30/9
Donald	Adams	 99	Shaw	Road		 443-466		 6/30/9
Clark	Granger		 9	Phipps	Point	Rd		 4-904		 6/30/9
*Jonathan	Appleyard		 6	Montsweag	Rd		 389-49		 6/30/8
Allen	Brawn		 888	Middle	Rd		 443-7		 6/30/8
SPECIAL	EVENTS	COMMITTEE--meets	as	needed
Allison	Hepler,	ex-officio		 	 44-0754	
*Collette	Coombs		 8	Brookside	Drive		 443-3570		 6/30/7
Linda	Crawford		 67	Gotham	Woods	Lane	 84-94		 6/30/7
Janet	Stephen		 97	Norway	Drive	 389-670		 6/30/9






































Requests	 for	 property	 tax	 abatements	 must	 be	 filed	 in	 writing	 within	 85	 days	 from	 the	 date	 of	
commitment.	Please	call	the	Selectboard’s	office	at	(07)	44-7094	with	questions.
Tax	Exemptions:







































































































































and	working	 to	further	personal	dialogue	and	build	relationships	can	 lay	 the	foundation	for	successful	
legislation.
One	of	 the	 accomplishments	of	which	 I	 am	most	proud	 is	 the	 legislative	victory	 that	protects	our	














For	example,	 I	successfully	urged	 the	U.S.	Department	of	Health	and	Human	Services	 to	 increase	 the	
number	of	patients	 to	whom	a	doctor	can	provide	medication-assisted	 treatment,	and	 in	05	brought	
the	Director	of	the	Office	of	National	Drug	Control	Policy	to	Brewer	to	meet	directly	with	Mainers	and	































































The	Aging	 Committee	 also	 released	 an	 extensive	 report	 detailing	 the	 findings	 of	 our	 bipartisan	
investigation	into	the	abrupt	and	dramatic	price	increases	for	prescription	drugs	whose	patents	expired	
long	ago.































































































Fax: (207) 287-1585 *  TTY (207) 287-1583  *  Message Service 1-800-423-6900  *  Web Site: legislature.maine.gov/senate
Dear Residents of Woolwich,
It is an honor and privilege to serve as your Senator in the Maine State Legislature. This year is 
the first year of the 128th Legislature and I look forward to the work ahead!
As happens every year in the Legislature, my colleagues and I are working on hundreds of pieces 
of legislation. This year I have submitted several bills focused on economic development and 
education. Since I understand that Mainers need the skills for good paying jobs, I will be 
submitting a bill focused on expanding workforce training programs. In addition I will be 
submitting two education bills aimed at reducing student debt burdens. Our young people should 
be starting their life with a leg up, not a financial burden.
For this legislative session, I will be serving on the Marine Resources Committee. In this role 
and as your voice in the Legislature, I will advocate for government that serves Maine people 
well and meets the needs of our region. Though we face significant challenges, we live in a place 
with great natural resources, a highly regarded work ethic, and a strong sense of community. If 
we all work together, I am confident about a better future for our children and grandchildren.
If I can be of assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me with questions, comments, 







Dear Friends and Neighbors,
Thank you for electing me to a second term as State Representative for House District 53.  It is truly an 
honor to be your voice in Augusta.  
Legislative Leadership has appointed me as the House Republican Lead on the Government Oversight 
Committee.  The purpose of this committee is to oversee program evaluation and government accountability 
matters in State government. The Committee seeks to ensure that public funds are expended for intended 
purposes, and that programs and activities are effectively, efficiently and economically managed.  I take this 
job very seriously.  Increasing the efficiency of government is one of my top priorities as a State
Representative. 
In addition to the Government Oversight Committee,  I will also serve on the Joint Standing Committee for 
Environment and Natural Resources. On this panel, the other members and I will oversee the Department of 
Environmental Protection as well as legislation impacting our air, water and our other natural resources.  
In order for me to represent you in the best ways possible, I need to hear your thoughts on all the issues that 
are important to you.  Please, don’t hesitate to contact me anytime you feel you need my assistance.  I may 
not know all the answers, but I will do my best, to help you discover a solution to the problem.  Moreover, I
encourage you to monitor all legislative proposals being worked on at the State House by visiting the 
Legislature’s website at www.legislature.maine.gov. From here you can browse bill summaries and roll call 
votes, view session and public hearing schedules, listen to committee hearings or watch live streaming video 
of the House and Senate.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to represent you, the people of District 53.  Please call me anytime 
at 737-9051 or email at Jeffrey.Pierce@legislature.maine.gov to keep me updated on those concerns. If you 


























•	 Administration	 continued	 to	 oversee	 the	 self-funded	 health	 insurance	 program,	 which	 had	 a	 rate	
increase	of	only	3%	for	the	first	year	(vs.	an	increase	of	6.5%	by	our	previous	insurer).	
•	 Probate	 Court	 was	 busy	 processing	 petitions	 for	 guardianship,	 conservatorship,	 change	 of	 name,	
adoption,	and	estates.	They	also	processed	passport	applications	and	continued	to	back-scan	records	
into	an	electronic	database.	























COUNTY OF SAGADAHOC 
               COMMISSIONER CAROL A. GROSE 
District 3 – Arrowsic, Georgetown, Phippsburg, Richmond, West Bath & Woolwich  
Citizens of Woolwich, 
It is my honor to continue to serve the citizens of Woolwich as a Sagadahoc County Commissioner. 
After completing seven years on the Board, I remain totally committed to insuring that the services 
provided by the County are delivered in the most cost effective and professional way possible.  
As we move forward in this tenuous economic climate, which for us is accentuated by issues related 
to the funding of Two Bridges Regional Jail, the Commissioners remain acutely aware of the impact 
the County tax assessment has on Sagadahoc municipalities and remain committed to minimizing 
increases as we enter into the FY 2016-17 budget process. While our reserves cannot subsidize all of 
the unav idable increas s in operating and capital costs, we continue to seek other savings to r duc  
the impact on our citizens. The overall budgetary increase for FY 2015-16 was 0.7%.
uring 2015, the ounty’s any activities and accomplishments included the following: The County
converted to a protected self-funded health insurance plan which has the potential to control the 
soaring costs associated with this benefit in the future. Administration restructured its staffing to 
include the services of a part-time human resources specialist at no additional cost, and reviewed
and revised various financial policies in an effort to institute strong checks, balances and financial 
accountability. Probate Court was busy processing petitions for guardianship, conservatorship, 
change of name, adoption, and estates. They also processed passport applications and continued to 
back-scan records into an electronic database. Deeds continued its efforts to make all documents 
available for viewing at sagadahocde d me.com by contracting with a company that specializes in 
this work to complete a substa ial portion of this proj ct. They also stayed busy handli g increased 
recordings due to the improved housing market. The Emergency M nagement Agency continued 
to assist with the planning and implementation of regional training, working with local EMA Directors 
and community officials to meet federal emergency preparedness requirements, and working closely 
with area emergency responders and public health agencies, including the Sagadahoc County 
Board of Health. The Communications Center filled all departmental vacancies during the past 
year and also made significant equipment upgrades. Director Brodie Hinckley was named as the 
State’s “Co munications Director of the Year”. The District Attorney’s Office handled a high 
volume of court cases and added a second full-time ADA to its Sagadahoc staff. It also impl mented 
a new court process known as the “Unified Criminal Docket”, which is designed to reduce costs.
In 2015, the Sheriff’s Office saw a decrease of approximately 6.5% in the number of calls when 
compared with 2014, from 5,576 to 5,207. The Patrol Division and Detective Divisions are 
currently at full staffing levels. The S.O. continues to work collaboratively with various task forces to 
solve ur most serious crimes. The Transport Division h ndled in excess of 800 tran ports last 
year and continued  monit  inm tes on home release. The community public works program 
resulted in the performance of approximately 2,214 hours of labor in Sagadahoc County, saving over 
$40,000 in labor costs. The Civil Di ision continues to serve orders and writs in a consistently 
professi nal manner.
In order that I may represent constituents effectively, it is important that I am aware of your questions 
and concerns. Please do not hesitate to contact me at 319-5290. And I encourage interested persons 
to attend Board of Commissioners’ meetings, which are held at 3:00 p.m. on the second Tuesday of 
each month in the Commissioners’ Meeting Room of the County Courthouse, 752 High Street, Bath, 
Me. (For details, call 443-8202 or check our web site: www.sagcounty.com.) 
Respectfully,



























DATE PERMIT # NAME ADDRESS DISCRIPTION COST FEE
1/4/2016 1 MISSAL, KATHERINE 3 HALL ROAD ADDITION $75,000 133.00$   
1/12/2016 2 CROTEAU, ANTHONY MONTSWEAG WOODS RD NEW HOUSE $349,000 $421.20
1/28/2016 3 KEEFE, ANTHONY 21 OTIS SHORES NEW HOUSE $400,000 $614.00
2/1/2016 4 MCELMAN INC 166 MAIN STREET RENOVATION/ADD $500,000 $243.75
3/17/2016 5 WALLACE, CLINTON L. 716 MOUNTAIN ROAD POLE BARN $3,500 $24.00
3/17/2016 5A WALLACE, CLINTON L. 716 MOUNTAIN ROAD SHED $2,500 $24.00
3/29/2016 6 EMPIRE TELECOM USA LLC 161 MAIN STREET MODIFICATION $25,000 $250.00
4/19/2016 7 GILBERT, DAN 72 BIRCHWOOD OPEN DECK $11,900 $36.00
4/26/2016 8 SKILLIN, NICHOLAS 16 MACKENZIE LANE NEW M/H $44,000 $152.25
4/28/2016 9 KIMBALL, ALAN 296 MURPHYS CORNER RD GARAGE $41,500 $144.00
4/28/2016 10 MOSIER, BETSY J. 1047 MIDDLE ROAD PRE/FAB GARAGE $5,500 $28.80
4/21/2016 11 ALLISOT, DONALD 119 MAIN STREET ADDITION $2,500 $20.00
5/10/2016 12 MURPHY, PATRICK 22 MOE ACRE LANE GARAGE $30,000 $166.40
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DATE PERMIT # NAME ADDRESS DISCRIPTION COST FEE
1/4/2016 1 MISSAL, KATHERINE 3 HALL ROAD ADDITION $75,000 133.00$   
1/12/2016 2 CROTEAU, ANTHONY MONTSWEAG WOODS RD NEW HOUSE $349,000 $421.20
1/28/2016 3 KEEFE, ANTHONY 21 OTIS SHORES NEW HOUSE $400,000 $614.00
2/1/2016 4 MCELMAN INC 166 MAIN STREET RENOVATION/ADD $500,000 $243.75
3/17/2016 5 WALLACE, CLINTON L. 716 MOUNTAIN ROAD POLE BARN $3,500 $24.00
3/17/2016 5A WALLACE, CLINTON L. 716 MOUNTAIN ROAD SHED $2,500 $24.00
3/29/2016 6 EMPIRE TELECOM USA LLC 161 MAIN STREET MODIFICATION $25,000 $250.00
4/19/2016 7 GILBERT, DAN 72 BIRCHWOOD OPEN DECK $11,900 $36.00
4/26/2016 8 SKILLIN, NICHOLAS 16 MACKENZIE LANE NEW M/H $44,000 $152.25
4/28/2016 9 KIMBALL, ALAN 296 MURPHYS CORNER RD GARAGE $41,500 $144.00
4/28/2016 10 MOSIER, BETSY J. 1047 MIDDLE ROAD PRE/FAB GARAGE $5,500 $28.80
4/21/2016 11 ALLISOT, DONALD 119 MAIN STREET ADDITION $2,500 $20.00
5/10/2016 12 MURPHY, PATRICK 22 MOE ACRE LANE GARAGE $30,000 $166.40
5/19/2016 13 SCHIAVI CUSTOM BUILDERSOLD STAGE ROAD NEW MOD HOME $306,000 $522.15
5/24/2016 14 TITCOMB, RONALD 612 MOUNTAIN ROAD NEW HOUSE $100,000 $248.65
5/24/2016 15 PIERSON, RUSSELL 43 BARLEY NECK ROAD ADDITION/ALTER $4,000 $35.70
6/7/2016 16 AHLERS, HAROLD 78 GEORGE WRIGHT RD ADDITION $25,000 $27.00
6/9/2016 17 BURNETT, STUART 133 MONTSWEAG RD 2 STORY GARAGE $50,000 $107.25
6/14/2016 18 CHUBBUCK, TIM 41 WALKER ROAD FARMERS PORCH $20,000 $84.60
6/21/2016 19 NADEAU, MELISSA MONTSWEAG WOODS LN NEW HOUSE $80,000 $782.50
7/19/2016 20 BRYANT, JACOB HOCKOMOCK ROAD MODULAR HOUSE $200,000 $412.00
7/19/2016 21 BRAWN, ROGER 85 STONEY CREEK DRIVE NEW HOUSE $150,000 $551.80
7/26/2016 22 DORSEY, MATTHEW 1022 MIDDLE ROAD ADDITION/ALTER $100,000 $92.40
7/26/2016 23 HASSON, GARY L. 90 WESTON ROAD ADDITION/ALTER $7,800.00 $76.50
7/26/2016 24 SULLIVAN, EDWARD LEDGEVIEW LANE GARAGE/APT $30,000 $265.20
7/19/2016 25 APPLEBEE, AMY 647 RIVER ROAD FARMERS PORCH $10,000 $21.60
7/21/2016 26 KING, TIFFANY 81 BARLEY NECK ROAD GARAGE $25,000 $80.00
8/2/2016 27 LEER, BOB NEQUASSET LAKE ADDITION/ALTER $25,000 $63.00
8/4/2016 28 CHADBOURNE, DALE 18 THUNDER ROAD GARAGE $40,000 $100.80
7/28/2016 29 PHILLIPS, DAVID S. 1176 OLD STAGE ROAD GARAGE $30,000 $138.40
8/4/2016 30 PAOLINI, ROSMARIE 53 OVERMILLER DRIVE USED M/H $28,495 $117.60
8/9/2016 31 U.S. CELLULAR U.S. ROUTE 1 ANTENNA/RENOV $5,500 250.00$   
8/11/2016 32 REED, WILLIAM E. III 173 NEQUASSET ROAD BARN/2 STORY $25,000 $81.60
8/16/2016 33 CHARTIER, DAVID 121 PHIPPS POINT RD SHED/ADDITION $3,000 $44.80
9/13/2016 34 LIBERMAN, LAUREN 368 MURPHYS CORNER RD GARAGE $25,000 $91.20
9/15/2016 35 GREENE, BRANDY GREEN WAY NEW MOD HOME $147,700 504.00$   
9/20/2016 36 BALDWIN, SCOTT J. 972 OLD STAGE ROAD NEW HOUSE $385,000 $1,161.60
9/27/2016 37 KEEFE, ANTHONY 39 EVERETT DOW DRIVE NEW HOUSE $500,000 $644.60
10/6/2016 38 REED JR, DAVID 6 AMBROSE DRIVE GARAGE $14,000 $76.80
10/6/2016 39 VAILLANCOURT, LEON 383 OLD STAGE ROAD RENOVATIONS $250,000 $36.00
10/13/2016 40 GRIFFIE, STEPHEN 170 RIVER ROAD RENOVATION/ADD $25,000 $294.15
10/18/2016 41 DIRIGO CUSTOM STRUCT #4 OAK RIDGE SUBD NEW MODULAR HOME HOME $195,000 $322.50
10/18/2016 42 FROHMILLER CONST 61 BROOKINGS BAY DECK $25,000 $123.50
10/25/2016 43 DARDIF, KELSIE & JEREMY 1228 OLD STAGE RD RENOVATION/ADD $10,000 $33.00
11/2/2016 44 HATCH, DEAN 45 MONTSWEAG RD. 1 YR RENEWAL $7,800 $20.00
11/3/2016 45 MORTON, DAN 25 MOES ACRE LANE GARAGE $30,000 $228.00
11/15/2016 46 COMMEE-MCCOURT 406 MEADOW ROAD DECK $8,500 $31.40
11/15/2016 47 U.S. CELLULAR 151 MAIN STREET ANTENNA/RENOV $5,500 $250.00
11/17/2016 48 HALLMARK HOMES SHAW ROAD NEW MOD HOME $193,830 $294.00




There	 was	 a	 34%	 increase	 in	 plumbing	 permits	 issued	 in	 06	 over	 permits	 issued	 in	 05	 totaling	










1/5/2016 2299 Miller, D 151 MontsweaG Woods Ln $40.00
1/14/2016 2300 HARVARD, PAULA 209 RIVER ROAD $100.00
1/28/2016 2301 KEEFE, ANTHONY 21 OTIS SHORES $250.00 $15.00
3/1/2016 2302 HAWNSELL, CLARKE 122 MIDDLE ROAD $100.00
3/15/2016 2303 WOOLWICH ICE CREAM 35 MAIN STREET $40.00
3/5/2016 2304 CROTEAU, ANTHONY 40 MONTSWEAG WOODS L $150.00
4/26/2016 2305 SKILLIN, NICHOLAS 16 McKENZIE LN $250.00 $15.00
5/5/2016 2306 GODREAU, ROGER EVERETT DOW DRIVE $160.00
5/12/2016 2307 BALDWIN, SCOTT 972 OLD STAGE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
5/19/2016 2308 SCHAIVI CUSTOM BUILDERS OLD STAGE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
5/24/2016 2309 TITCOMB, KELLY 612 MOUNTAIN ROAD $250.00 $15.00
5/24/2016 2310 WRIGHT, SARAH 18 BLUFF HEAD COVE RD $500.00 $15.00
5/26/2016 2311 YEATON, VICTOR LEDGEWOOD DRIVE $250.00 $15.00
6/7/2016 2312 PIERCE, CATHY 250 HOCKOMOCK ROAD $250.00 $15.00
6/7/2016 2313 CROTEAU, ANTHONY 40 MONTSWEAG WOODS L $250.00 $15.00
6/9/2016 2314 COX, JAMES 63 SAUNDERS ROAD $40.00
6/9/2016 2315 BRAUN, ROGER 851 MIDDLE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
6/21/2016 2316 PARR, III, WILLIAM MONTSWEAG WOODS LN $250.00 $15.00
6/21/2016 2317 PARR, III, WILLIAM MONTSWEAG WOODS LN $160.00
6/21/2016 2318 REED, JENNA 162 GEORGE WRIGHT ROAD $250.00 $15.00
6/23/2016 2319 STOWELL, BRIAN 309 GEORGE WRIGHT ROAD $40.00
7/12/2016 2320 LITTLE BROTHERS, LLC 63 GEORGE WRIGHT ROAD $150.00
7/12/2016 2321 BELL, NINA 1022 MIDDLE ROAD $30.00
7/9/2016 2322 KELLEY, TOM 55 GOTHAM WOODS 150.00$    
7/9/2016 2323 BRYANT, JAKE HOCKOMOCK ROAD $250.00 $15.00
7/19/2016 2324 BRAWN, ROGER 85 STONEY CREEK DRIVE $250.00 $15.00
7/19/2016 2325 BRAWN, ROGER 85 STONEY CREEK DRIVE $140.00
7/26/2016 2326 HASSON, GARY L. 90 WESTON ROAD $40.00
7/26/2016 2327 SULLIVAN, EDWARD LEDGEVIEW LANE $250.00 $15.00
7/28/2016 2328 KNOWLES, BARRY OLD STAGE ROAD $40.00
8/9/2016 2329 CAMPBELL, NEILAND N. MIDDLE ROAD $70.00
8/11/2016 2330 SHAUNESEY, PHILIP 7 WOODBRIDGE ROAD $150.00
8/11/2016 2331 KEPRAN, LLC 73 MIDDLE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
8/16/2016 2332 HOWELL, RANDY 164 MIDDLE ROAD $40.00
8/23/2016 2333 CROTEAU, ANTHONY G. 40 MONTSWEAG WOODS $40.00
8/23/2016 2334 JONES, GRAHAM 44 CARLTON POINT ROAD $40.00
8/30/2016 2335 RUTLEDGE, MICHAEL 847 OLD STAGE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
9/6/2016 2336 LONGBOTTOM, GINA 463 MOUNTAIN ROAD $150.00
9/15/2016 2337 GREENE, ALLEN GREENE WAY $250.00 $15.00
9/27/2016 2338 KEEFE, ANTHONY LOT 14 EVERETT DOW DR $250.00 $15.00
10/13/2016 2339 DOSTIS, AIMEE 30 OLD ARROWSIC ROAD $250.00 $15.00
10/18/2016 2340 MOORE, MAUREEN OLD STAGE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
11/27/2016 2341 FEAR, MIKE & BESTY 383 OLD STAGE ROAD $60.00
11/15/2016 2342 LAROCHELLE, TIM 706 MIDDLE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
11/15/2016 2343 GENTILINI, PAULA 1397 MIDDLE ROAD $50.00
11/17/2016 2344 HALLMARK HOMES SHAW ROAD $250.00 $15.00
11/17/2016 2345 CAVANAUGH, SEAN SHAW ROAD $40.00
12/1/2016 2346 WILLIAMS, BOB PHIPPS POINT ROAD $250.00 $15.00
12/1/2016 2347 HATCH, DEAN 45 MONTSWEAG ROAD $150.00
12/6/2016 2348 LOCKAFF, FRANK 54 MIDDLE ROAD $40.00
12/8/2016 2349 FREEMAN, STEVEN 856 MIDDLE ROAD $250.00 $15.00
3,880.00$ $195.00 750.00$ 
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9/15/2016 2337 GREENE, ALLEN GREENE WAY $250.00 $15.00
9/27/2016 2338 KEEFE, ANTHONY LOT 14 EVERETT DOW DR $250.00 $15.00
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in	Woolwich.	 NEMHS	 has	 decreased	 their	 evening	 staffing	 of	 ambulances	 in	 the	 area,	 down	 to	 one	










































































































  -  Mountain	Road	(a	portion,	from	intersection	of	Mountain	Road	&	Walker	Road,	approximately		 	
	 500’	north)	–	spot	shimmed	&	re-paved








hasn’t	been	adequate	enough	to	cover	 the	cost	of	maintaining	the	signs	 the	 town	currently	has.	We’ve	
found	we	have	to	replace	and	re-install	a	significant	number	of	signs	and	posts	due	to	traffic	accidents	and	
vehicular	mishaps.	


































































and	 adding	 a	 technology	 integrator	 for	 grades	6-.	Academic	 resources	outside	of	 the	 classroom	are	




State	 regulations	 and	 requirements	 continue	 to	 evolve	 so	 our	 professional	 development	 efforts	 been	





































larger	 town	 report	 as	 you	 see	 here.	We	 found	 it	
easier	 to	 read	and	easier	 for	 the	printer	 to	print.	
We	even	received	an	“Award	of	Excellence”	for	
our	06	Town	Report!	I	have	to	say	that	made	me	






The	 final	 result	 of	 what	 we	 are	 doing	 will	 be	






















































	 4	Resident	Commercial	 	Non-resident	Commercial	 	Resident	Recreational	 	
	 	 	
Dog	Licenses	2016	






ATV	–	new	 5	 ATV	–	renewal	 	8
Snowmobile	–	new	 8	 Snowmobile	–	renewal	 3	
Boats	–	new	 57	 Boat	–	renewal	 	6	 Transfer	 	
Duplicates	 	 PWC	–	new	 		 PWC	–	renewal	 	4
Hunt	/	Fish	Combo		 5	 Hunting	 40	 Fishing	 96
Archery	 	4	 Expanded	Archery		 	 Crossbow	 
Migratory	Waterfowl		 7	 Jr.	Hunt	 	4	 -day	Fish	 
Coyote	Night	Hunt	 	 Muzzleloader	 	 Bear	 
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Spring/Fall	Turkey	 	 Small	Game	 	 Over-70	Lifetime	 




Plant,	Warren	S.	Sr.	 70	 Woolwich	 0/04/6
Gotlibson,	Roger	L.	 79	 Portland	 0/3/6
Gay,	Marki	J.	 6	 Portland	 0/4/6
Gott,	Katherine	L.		 9	 Woolwich	 0/5/6
MacDonald,	Edward	A.	 67	 Pittston	 0/9/6
Cornell,	Barbara	A.	 66	 Woolwich	 0/9/6
Reed,	Clayton	F.	 9	 Bath	 03/0/6
Gallant,	Edward	H.	 95	 Togus	USVA	 03/03/6
Nason,	Olga	M.	 95	 Bath	 03/03/6
James,	Erica	J.	 4	 Woolwich	 03/0/6
Grovermann,	Norma	M.	 89	 Woolwich	 03//6
Carlton,	Richard	H.	 76	 Brunswick	 05/03/6
Mesplay,	Charles	E.	 78	 Woolwich	 06/7/6
Bond,	Alice	W.	 96	 Boothbay	Harbor	 06//6
Pinkham,	Vicki	A.	 67	 Woolwich	 06/4/6
Bailey,	Stuart	H.	 9	 Brunswick	 07/05/6
Hammond,	Anne	W.	 76	 Lewiston	 07/09/6
Albert,	Robert	C.	 76	 Brunswick	 08/6/6
Stone,	Dale	J.	 	 Bowdoin	 08//6
Donovan,	Robert	J.	 77	 Woolwich	 08/6/6
Hicks,	Ronald	R.	 74	 Brunswick	 09/4/6
Whittaker,	Christopher	D.	 58	 Phippsburg	 09/30/6





















































































































The	Planning	Board	has	 seen	 a	 steady	amount	of	 commercial	work	 and	 residential	modifications	 and	
expansions	brought	before	it.	A	majority	of	the	work	has	been	working	with	residents	on	expansions	on	
non-conforming	 lots.	The	Planning	Board	welcomed	 a	 new	business	 to	 town.	Expressive	Gatherings,	


















































The	European	 green	 crab	 is	 threatening	Maine’s	 coastal	 fisheries	 and	 ecosystems.	Decreases	 in	 clam	
populations	and	degradation	of	coastal	habitats	have	been	observed	up	and	down	the	coast.	As	a	result,	








































































































the	 reconstruction	of	Route	One	 the	monument	was	 relocated	 to	 its	 present	 site.	This	monument	was	
constructed	 of	 fieldstone	 and	 cement.	Over	 the	 years	moisture	 has	 infiltrated	 the	main	 section	 of	 the	
monument	and	the	cement	has	been	freezing	and	along	with	summer	heat	has	taken	its	toll.	The	Selectboard	













The	Town	of	Woolwich	 is	 adjacent	 to	 the	Nequasset	Lake	Outlet	 connection	 site	which	 is	behind	 the	
Woolwich	Town	Office.	The	Nequasset	Park	 Improvement	Committee	 [NPIC]	 report	 is	 to	 update	 the	
















































Fish ladder ~ before and after
2016	Fish	Commissioners	Report
The	06	Woolwich	fishing	rights	were	again	awarded	 to	Steve	Bodge,	 reflecting	both	his	experience	
















The	 06	 exit	 of	 the	 juvenile	 fish	 from	Nequasset	 occurred	 during	 a	 period	 of	 drought	 and	 low	 lake	









Bill	Potter	 	 	 	 	
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Woolwich	Community	Recreation	Department	
Our recreation board would ﬁrst like to thank the Woolwich community for supporting our start up at 
the	town	meeting	last	spring.	With	the	mission	to	offer	programs	that	enrich	the	lives	of	the	citizens	and	




Wood	Designer	 studio	 visits.	We	 also	 held	 two	Community	Dinners	 and	 a	 Family	 “March	Madness”	
Cribbage	Tournament	to	help	raise	additional	funds	that	allow	our	registration	fees	to	stay	low	and	offer	
scholarships.	
Over	 the	 summer	 there	 are	 plans	 to	 have	
three	 weeks	 of	 youth	 camps:	 Fine	 Arts	
Camp,	 Adventure	 Camp	 and	 Basketball	
Camp	as	well	 as	 to	 offer	Track	 and	Field	
opportunities	 for	 3rd-8th	 graders.	As	 our	
board	continues	to	build	on	our	recreational	








































We	 could	 not	 celebrate	 the	 Town’s	








Pictures courtesy of Lynette Eastman
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Public	Communications	Committee
The	major	 responsibilities	of	 the	Communications	Committee	 include	 the	Town’s	newsletter,	website,	













































Solid Waste and Recycling Committee Report for 2016 
In March, the Select oard vot d unanimously to nter into a one ear contract with River ide 
Disposal with a two-year extension. The pick up schedule transitioned smoothly from our previous 
hauler keeping the same schedule: Tuesdays and Wednesdays for trash and every other Monday 
for r cycling.  Woolwich officially joined Ecomain  in July for its recycling servi es.  Ecomaine’s 
waste-to-energy plant is located at 64 Blueberry Drive in Portland. The state-of-the-art facility burns 
about 175,000 tons of non-recyclable trash every year. According to its website, “Each year, 
ecomaine produces enough safe, clean and reliable electricity to power about 14,000 Maine 
homes.”  For more information about recycling and ecomaine visit ​ ​www.ecomaine.org ​. 
 
2016 Trash and Recycling by TON: 
  RECYCLING TRASH 
January 20.89 36.04 
February 27.56 58.18 
March 17.31 73.95 
April 19.16  60.30  
May 10.53 68.20 
June 15.51 67.71 
July 15.41  67.80 
August 29.92                  99.00 
September 18.17 67.31 
October 18.30 66.70 
November 18.58   82.99 
December 18.31  63.53 








The Woolwich Solid Waste and Recycling Committee 
The Committee meets on the 3rd Wednesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. and all are 
welcome to attend.  More info is available at: ​www.woolwich.us 
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On behalf of the Board, Corporators, and Staff of the Patten Free Library, thank you to the Town 
of Woolwich for making the Patten Free Library your library. Your support of the library in 
2015-16 has enabled:
178,865 people to visit the Library
133,411 total items to be borrowed
27,028 items to be borrowed and loaned through interlibrary loan
25,503 people to use the public computers
10,703 reference questions to be answered
8,143 eBooks and audiobooks to be borrowed
5,281 people to participate in 267 children’s programs
1,894 people to attend 90 adult programs
1,973 young adults to participate in 178 programs
561 children to participate in the Summer Reading Program
53 teens to participate in the Teen Summer Reading Program
Our mission is to transform lives, inspire lifelong learning, preserve local history, and build
community through joyful, creative exploration and dialogue for the citizens of Arrowsic, Bath, 
Georgetown, Woolwich, and West Bath. 
Some highlights of the Library's service in 2015-16 include:
 The 11th Annual Town History Series, featuring Woolwich in “A Cat’s Tail” presented 
by Elwyn Rittall
 iPad classes, genealogy workshops, lectures, musical concerts, film showings, author 
talks, poetry readings, and art exhibits
 Finding Wonderland children’s summer reading program with 561 participants; 209 of
them from Woolwich
 178 programs for young adults with 1973 attendees; programs include visits to area 























































How it works, who pays for it

























Some of the taxes and fees people
pay go to their community’s police
department. This helps the police
have the cars and things they




Local people pay for the schools






Active citizen involvement 
is necessary for good 
government. Local people 
can get involved in many 
different ways. They can: 
serve on a council or board of 
selectmen, serve on a board 
or committee, attend a 
council or selectmen meeting 
or attend an annual town 
meeting.
Municipal services are different in each town. To 
find out more about municipal government in 
Maine, you can visit the Maine Municipal 
Association’s web site at www.memun.org
The Maine Municipal Association, founded in 1937, is one of 49 
state associations in the United States that provides valuable 
services and supports municipal government.
Parks and Recreation
Many towns and cities in Maine have 
parks and public activities. The money 
that people pay for taxes goes to help 
keep these parks clean and beautiful. It 







Your town or city is in charge of 
collecting trash. With the money they 







Sometimes families do not have 
enough money for food or other 
things they need to live. Towns help 
these people by giving them money 
for emergencies. Everyone in the 
town helps these families when they 
pay taxes and fees.
Library
Libraries get money from the local 
taxes people pay. With this money, 





In Maine, some towns have volunteer 
firefighters. But they still need money to 








It is important to keep highways and 
streets safe, and that
costs money. Some of





When a wild animal is in someone’s 
back yard or a dog is loose, animal 
control is called to help. They have the 




This poster shows the many services 
provided by local government in
towns and cities in Maine.
It also shows how the
town or city collects money



























continues	 watershed	 protection	 by	 monitoring	 land	 use	 activities	 within	 the	 entire	 watershed,	 with	
particular	emphasis	on	making	sure	 the	erosion	control	activities	are	maintained	and	effective.	During	
open	water	in	Nequasset	Lake,	the	treatment	plant	personnel	conduct	routine	water	quality	monitoring	














The	Bath	Water	District	continues	 to	participate	with	other	districts	 in	 the	area	 in	 the	entity	called	the	
Five	 Rivers	 Regional	Water	 Council.	 This	 allows	 for	 better	 communication	 and	 assistance,	 working	
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Other	 projects:	 District	 clarified	 with	 the	 town	 assessor	 the	 ownership	 of	 the	 wooden	 bridge	 across	
Nequasset	stream	above	the	dam.	Coordinate	with	the	Bath	viaduct	construction	and	water	lines	adjustment	


































WILLIAM H. BREWER 
Certified Public Accountant 
858 Washington Street 
P.O. Box 306 






INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT 
 
Board of Selectmen 
Town of Woolwich 
13 Nequasset Road 
Woolwich, Maine  04579 
 
       We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities and each major fund of 
the Town of Woolwich, as of and for the years ended June 30, 2016 and 2015, and the related notes to the financial 
statements, which collectively comprise the Town’s basic financial statements as listed in the Table of Contents.   
 
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
       Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, 
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibility 
       Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.  We conducted our 
audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.  Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free from material misstatement. 
       An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements.  The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the 
risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error.  In making those risk 
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  Accordingly, we express no 
such opinion.  An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 




       In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective 
financial position of the governmental activities and each major fund of the Town of Woolwich as of June 30, 2016 
and 2015, and the respective changes in financial position, and where applicable, cash flows thereof for the years 
then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Other Matters 
Required Supplementary Information 
       Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s 
discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information be presented to supplement the basic financial 
statements.  Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic 
financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context.  We have applied certain limited 
procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in 
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the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the 
information and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic 
financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements.  We do not 
express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us 
with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
 
Other Information 
       Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively 
comprise the Town of Woolwich’s basic financial statements.  The introductory section and the combining and 
individual nonmajor fund financial statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a 
required part of the financial statements. 
       The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are the responsibility of management and 
were derived from and relate directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic 
financial statements.  Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic 
financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information 
directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic 
financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America.  In our opinion, the combining and individual nonmajor fund financial 
statements are fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole. 
       The introductory and statistical sections have not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit 
of the basic financial statements and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on them. 
 
September 28, 2016 
TOWN OF WOOLWICH 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (MD&A) 
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 2015 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2016 
 
As management of the Town of Woolwich, I present this narrative to provide you with an overview and analysis of our 
financial statements for the fiscal year July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016.  This is the Town of Woolwich’s twelfth year 
of implementation of Statement No. 34 of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB).  I encourage 
readers to consider the information presented here in conjunction with the basic financial statements to enhance their 
understanding of the Town of Woolwich’s financial performance.   
 
Financial Highlights  
1. Total assets of the Town of Woolwich exceeded its liabilities by $3,386,557.76. 
2. The Town’s total ending fund balance for all governmental funds combined was $1,557,640.95                      
on June 30, 2016.   
3. The Undesignated Unreserved Fund Balance (Surplus) is $1,320,171.21 on June 30, 2016.  This is an 
increase of $73,301.42 from the previous fiscal year.  
 
Overview of the Financial Statement  
 The Town of Woolwich’s basic financial statements are comprised of four components: 
1. Government-wide financial statements  
2. Fund financial statements 
3. Notes to the financial statements 
4. The schedules provide supplemental information to the basic statements provided 
 
Government-wide Financial Statements:  The government-wide financial statements are designed to provide readers 
with a broad overview of the Town of Woolwich’s finances in a manner similar to a private sector business.   
The statement of net position presents information on all of the Town of Woolwich’s assets and liabilities, with the 
difference between the two reported as net position.  Over time, increases or decreases in net position may serve as a 
useful indicator of whether the Town of Woolwich’s financial position is improving or deteriorating. 
The statement of activities presents information showing how the Town of Woolwich’s net assets changed during the fiscal 
year.  All changes in net assets are reported as soon as the underlying event giving rise to the change occurs, regardless of 
the timing of related cash flows.  Thus, revenues and expenses are reported in the statement for some items that will 
only result in cash flows in future fiscal periods (e.g., uncollected taxes and earned but unused vacation leave).   
Both of the government-wide financial statements distinguish functions of the Town of Woolwich that are principally 
supported by taxes and intergovernmental revenues (governmental activities).  The Town of Woolwich’s governmental  
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activities include general government, protection (fire, street lighting), Highways and Bridges (highway, winter 
maintenance, road construction and paving), Interest and Debt Service, Education assessment, county assessment, 
Health and Welfare, and Unclassified.   
 
Fund Financial Statements 
A fund is a grouping of related accounts that is used to maintain control over resources that have been segregated for 
specific activities or objectives.  The Town of Woolwich, like other state and local governments, uses fund accounting to 
insure and demonstrate compliance with finance related legal requirements.  All of the funds of the Town of Woolwich 
can be divided into three categories:  governmental funds, proprietary funds, and fiduciary funds.   
Governmental funds are used to account for essentially the same functions reported as governmental activities in the 
government-wide financial statements.  However, unlike the government-wide financial statements, governmental fund 
financial statements focus on near-term inflows and outflows of spendable resources, as well as on balances of spendable resources 
available at the end of the fiscal year.  Such information may be useful in evaluating a governments near-term financing 
requirements.   
Because the focus of governmental funds is narrower than that of the government-wide financial statements, it is useful 
to compare the information presented for governmental funds with similar information presented for governmental 
activities in the government-wide financial statements.  By doing so, readers may better understand the long-term impact 
of any near-term financing decisions.  Both the governmental fund balance sheet and the governmental fund statement 
of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances provide a reconciliation to facilitate this comparison between 
governmental funds and governmental activities.   
The government funds financial statements are included in the audit that follows. 
Fiduciary funds are used to account for moneys held for the benefit of parties outside the Town of Woolwich.  
Fiduciary funds are not included in the government-wide financial statements because the resources of those funds are 
not available to support the Town of Woolwich’s operational programs.   
These funds are restricted for the cemetery trust funds.  The fiduciary funds financial statement is included in the audit 
that follows on Schedule A-12. 
Notes to the financial statements:  the notes provide additional information that is essential to a full understanding of 
the data provided and are included in the audit that follows. 
Other Information:  the combining statements are presented immediately following the notes to the financial 
statements and are included in the audit that follows. 
 
TOWN OF WOOLWICH FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
Statement of Net Position.  As stated earlier, net position may serve over time as a useful indicator of a government’s 
financial position.       
Financial Analysis of the Government’s Funds.  The Town of Woolwich uses fund accounting to segregate specific 
types of funds and demonstrate compliance with finance related legal requirements.  Town of Woolwich fund balances 
are included in the audit that follows. 
Government funds:  The focus of the Town of Woolwich governmental funds is to provide information on fiscal activity 
and balances of available resources. 
The general fund balance started at $1,246,869.79 on July 1st, unexpended funds lapsing to surplus totaled $995,639.00.  
Town meetings withdrawal of $900,000.00; an increase in deferred tax revenue of $17,641.34; and $4,696.24 voted per 
Article 33 at Town Meeting leaves a balance of $1,320,171.21 at June 30, 2016.    
Analysis of the Budget.  The Board of Selectmen serving in their primary role as the financial overseers of the 
community, met in various workshop sessions starting in January of 2016 to consider and review the budget for fiscal 
year 2017.  After a full line item review of the budget - a final budget was adopted by the Board of Selectmen and 
recommended its passage at the annual Town Meeting held on Saturday, May 7, 2016.  Town Meeting approved the 
proposed budget that was presented by the Board of Selectmen for fiscal year 2017 in the amount of $1,503,742.00.  
This budget was $7,305.00 less than the FY16 budget.  Most of this reduction was due to fewer requests for funding 
support from local social service agencies.    
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Budgets and Budgetary Accounting.  The following is a comparison of the actual expenditures for 2010-2016: 
 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2016 
 Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Actual 
Clerical Assistant $    2,711 $    6,826 $      2,427 $  $ $ $ $ 
Compensatory Time $ $    $ $       395 $         $        $ $ 
Town Officers $  37,066 $  38,643 $    37,656 $  37,098 $ 36,450 $  35,854 $    36,775 $ 35,834 
Tax Coll/Dep Clerk $  34,034 $  26,652 $    31,776 $  34,528 $ 35,115 $  29,611 $    36,351 $ 32,158 
Town Administrator $  41,724 $  41,724 $    42,558 $  43,623 $ 44,365 $  45,031 $    45,797 $ 45,797 
Town Clerk/Dep TC $  21,536 $  21,192 $    20,204 $  29,743 $ 32,391 $  32,877 $    33,453 $ 33,436 
Codes Officer $  21,424 $  21,424 $    21,852 $  22,399 $ 22,399 $  22,735 $    23,122 $ 23,122 
Health Insurance $    7,058 $  10,586 $    17,025 $  29,062 $ 29,860 $  31,578 $    33,000 $ 32,067 
Social Security $  15,689 $  15,439 $    15,784 $  16,270 $ 16,938 $  16,601 $    17,900 $ 16,861 
Workers Comp. $    6,196 $    6,794 $      7,427 $    8,331 $   7,588 $    5,623 $      9,051 $   8,956 
Unemployment Comp $       336 $       167   $         742 $       829 $      695 $       889 $      1,500 $      567 
Auditor $    8,600 $    8,600 $      8,700 $    8,600 $   8,700 $    8,700 $      8,700 $   8,700 
Town Report $    3,020 $    2,180 $      2,022 $    2,218 $   2,265 $    2,265 $      2,400 $   2,330 
Contingency Fund $    3,488 $    2,920 $      9,000 $    4,772 $ 10,025 $    1,466 $    10,000 $   3,844 
Insurance $  16,165 $  17,106 $    17,348 $  18,093 $ 19,197 $  20,476 $    21,188 $ 20,563 
Litigation $    5,010 $    3,173 $        450 $    7,343  $ 17,541 $    3,544 $      8,000 $   6,095 
Board of Appeals  $         40 $ $         $         $        $         100 $       55 
Conservation Comm. $       395 $ $ $ $         $        $ $ 
Planning Board $    1,132 $       495 $     1,009 $       367 $      216 $       573 $      1,427 $       55 
Old Town House $    4,520 $ $     1,237 $ $         $        $ $ 
Plant Operations $  33,304 $   35,137 $   27,870 $   23,341 $ 29,209 $  26,819 $    36,232 $ 28,594 
Municipal Build Fund $       214 $ 124,829 $   45,565 $   33,645 $283,756 $  56,129 $      8,504 $   8,504 
Maine Municip Assn $    3,357 $     3,291 $     3,476 $     3,563 $   3,674 $    3,690 $      3,850 $   3,850 
Assessing Agent $  18,780 $   18,780 $   19,200 $   19,200 $ 19,500 $  19,800 $    20,100 $ 20,100 
Office Operations $  32,294 $   31,650 $   31,988 $   31,073 $ 32,688 $  31,332 $    35,112 $ 35,112 
Computer Replace $      496 $ $     3,381 $     6,124 $      833 $       721 $      2,000 $    
Property Tax Maps $    2,000 $ $ $     2,200 $   4,000 $        $      4,000 $   2,500 
Cable TV Committee $       130 $ $     1,200 $ $   1,223 $         87 $      1,943 $      165 
Historic Preservation $    1,400 $    1,300 $     1,300 $     1,300 $   1,000 $    1,100 $         991 $       
County Tax $ 597,382 $ 572,069 $ 615,464 $ 651,265 $680,692 $ 684,077 $  694,311 $694,311 
Roads & Bridges      58,103 $ 105,906 $   67,181 $   59,901 $ 60,440 $  49,479 $    70,933 $ 62,619 
Snow Removal $ 368,711 $ 367,371 $ 378,124 $ 389,716 $401,520 $ 413,568 $  413,418 $413,418 
Tar Account $ 146,144 $ 139,216 $ 153,610 $ 159,259 $141,852 $ 136,119 $  173,373 $169,172 
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 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2016 
    Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Actual 
Street Signs $    2,008 $    926 $    1,177 $    2,156 $       646 $    1,238 $    1,116 $      683 
Generator $       498 $ $ $ $       690 $       320 $       680 $      195 
Animal Control $    4,862 $  5,200 $    5,098 $    6,109 $    6,000 $    6,000 $    6,739 $   6,007 
Health Officer 
Cont 
$    1,300 $      100 $       100 $       100 $        $        $ $ 
Emergency 
Managmnt 
$ $ $    2,309 $    1,336 $       600 $    1,082 $    9,676 $      900 
Fire Department $  78,022 $  84,143 $  90,339 $  82,050 $  70,647 $  76,697 $  91,623 $ 77,109 
Fire Dept Innocul. $    2,452 $    1,358 $      895 $    1,615 $    2,030 $       627 $    2,500 $   1,772 
Dry Hydrants $    1,000 $ $    1,600 $ $       256 $        $    2,180 $ 
Hydrants $  24,495 $  22,805 $  30,288 $  31,382 $  31,383 $  33,254 $  37,033 $ 35,672 
Fire Dept Grants $ $ $ $ $    2,000 $        $ $ 
Fire Dept Hose $    1,500 $    1,500 $   1,666 $    2,715 $    2,520 $        $    2,000 $   1,363 
Street Lights $    3,573 $    3,888 $   3,570 $    4,100 $    4,238 $    4,355 $    4,330 $   3,982 
E911 $        39 $         46 $ $ $         16 $         84 $       150 $        71 
Fire Clothing $    5,981 $  10,558 $  12,737 $    6,964 $    7,330 $    9,031 $  11,172 $   9,105 
Air Packs $ $ $ $ $        $        $    8,715 $   8,715 
Vehicle Replace $  25,000 $  19,750 $  30,000 $ $  75,000 $        $ $ 
Fire Dept 
Computer 
$      800 $ $      592 $       800 $       $        $    1,000 $ 
Fire Dept Gift $ $ $ $ $       520 $        $ $ 
Ambulance $    2,500 $ $    5,000 $    2,500 $       $        $  27,000 $ 27,000 
Septic Systems $ $  15,938 $ $ $       $        $  16,873 $ 
Solid Waste $209,022 $236,808 $243,396 $250,738 $253,104 $254,723 $279,792 $279,792 
Sanitary Landfill $  10,075 $    4,825 $    6,815 $    9,700 $    6,798 $    2,300 $    8,000 $   5,500 
General Assistance $    3,236 $    5,433 $    6,831 $    3,761 $    3,620 $    2,140 $  10,556 $      794 
Fishway $ $    2,928 $  25,700 $  21,019 $       210 $  33,853 $  45,562 $   1,676 
Woolwich EMS $       750 $  37,726 $  48,244 $  42,578 $  36,983 $  49,385 $  45,022 $ 44,949 
Patten Free Lib $  43,696 $  43,696 $  43,696 $  49,203 $  49,203 $  49,203 $  50,688 $ 50,688 
Misc Donations $  25,090 $  25,290 $  29,090 $  32,002 $  22,002 $  21,502 $  22,502 $ 22,502 
Nequasset Church $       313 $       179 $    1,122 $    1,478 $       792 $       363 $    1,794 $      350 
Shellfish $    1,334 $    1,777 $    3,667 $    3,286 $    1,532 $    1,421 $    3,156 $   1,737 
Nequasset Trail Brk $       400 $       400 $       400 $       400 $       400 $       400 $       400 $      400 
Recreation Comm $    4,340 $    4,150 $    3,950 $    1,429 $    2,420 $    3,389 $    6,459 $   2,568 
Animal Shelter $    3,049 $ $    3,372 $    3,963 $    3,963 $    3,963 $    3,963 $   3,963 
Veterans 
Monument 
$       250 $ $    1,604 $    1,604 $    1,560 $    1,645 $    2,500 $   1,916 
Town Clock $ $ $ $ $       550 $        $    1,154 $ 
 
 
The Mil Rate History for the Town of Woolwich is as follows: 
 
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 
12.05 11.65 11.55 12.25 12.50 12.80 13.80 14.30 14.20 
 
Capital Asset and Debt Administration.  These assets include streets, land, buildings, vehicles, and equipment.   
The Town of Woolwich has established and maintained the following capital reserve accounts for the purpose of 
contributing to the replacement and/or acquisition of new assets providing public services to our community.  These 
were the balances at the end of the fiscal years. 
 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Municipal Buildings Reserve $       73,099 $       56,134 $       39,397 $       30,952 
Emergency Services Reserve $     112,137 $       37,248 $       37,304 $       10,318 
Old Town House Reserve $         3,701 $         3,707 $         3,713 $         3,450 
Septic Reserve $       14,493 $       14,515 $       14,537 $       14,558 
Generator Reserve $       10,687 $       11,504 $        $        
Long Term Debt:  The Town of Woolwich’s long-term debt outstanding at fiscal year-end totals $195,000.00, a 
decrease of $30,000.00 from fiscal year 2015.  Detailed information of the Town of Woolwich’s various outstanding long 
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENTS OF NET POSITION




       Cash (Note B) 1,130,706.81$     1,100,393.36$     
       Accounts Receivable (Note C) 24,030.76 29,780.16
       Taxes Receivable 243,166.31 241,116.81
       Tax Liens 98,504.41 96,790.57
       Investments (Note B) 342,942.29 335,922.87
       Prepaid Expenses 783.32 800.00
       Due From Other Funds 8,771.57
              Total Current Assets 1,848,905.47$     1,804,803.77$     
PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT (NOTE I):
       Land and Improvements 220,248.00$        220,248.00$        
       Buildings 968,517.00 968,517.00
       Equipment 1,047,377.81 1,017,363.81
       Infrastructure 3,562,548.72 3,429,948.72
              Total Property, Plant, and Equipment 5,798,691.53$     5,636,077.53$     
       Less:  Accumulated Depreciation 3,996,208.00 3,816,479.00
              Net Property, Plant, and Equipment 1,802,483.53$     1,819,598.53$     
                            Total Assets 3,651,389.00$     3,624,402.30$     
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
       Notes Payable (Note D) 30,000.00$          30,000.00$          
       Accounts Payable - Trade 38,488.75 8,558.97
       Due To Other Funds 8,771.57
       Deferred Revenue (Note G) 22,570.92 50,871.80
              Total Current Liabilities 99,831.24$          89,430.77$          
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:
       Notes Payable - Net of Current Portion 165,000.00 195,000.00
                     Total Liabilities 264,831.24$        284,430.77$        
NET POSITION:
       Net Invested in Capital Assets 1,607,483.53$     1,594,598.53$     
       Restricted for:
          Capital Projects 59,279.07 94,949.67
          Other Purposes (Note F) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted 1,541,604.49 1,450,661.73
                     Total Net Position 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     
                            Total Liabilities and Net Position 3,651,389.00$     3,624,402.30$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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LIABILITIES AND NET POSITION
ASSETS
term debts can be viewed in Note D.  Maine Statutes limit the amount of general obligation debt a municipality may 
issue to 15 percent of the Total State Town Valuation. We are well below our debt limit.    
Currently Known Facts and Information:    The spring 2016 alewife run was down from previous years and the small 
fry had a hard time leaving Nequasset Lake and stream to head back out to sea.  Changes may need to be made to 
correct this problem.   
At the May 2015 town meeting, the people approved starting a Pay As You Throw (PAYT) program for household 
trash.  The Selectpeople amended the article to reduce the Solid Waste budget line by $36,000 and the Town contracted 
with Waste Zero to provide special bags for the Town.  The program was working out very well with municipal solid 
waste tonnages decreasing as expected and recycling tonnages increasing.  A petition, requesting repeal of the PAYT 
program was presented to and accepted by the Selectboard to be voted on at the November 2015 election.  A majority 
of the voters approved repealing PAYT.  With a contractually required 60 days’ notice to Waste Zero, the program came 
to an end with the last trash pick-up day in January 2016.  To that point the town had realized a savings and had 
recouped the $36,000.00 by the sale of bags and by seeing a considerable reduction in tipping fees for the MSW.  
Because the town had to purchase back unsold stock from the various vendors and stock that was still in Waste Zero’s 
warehouse, the trash budget actually ended up over expended by $4,696.24.  For the first time ever, the Selectpeople had 
to use monies from undesignated fund balance, as allowed by town meeting vote, to cover the unexpected expense.  The 
town is now selling off the excess stock of bags in house to anyone wishing to buy the trash bags. 
For the first time in many years the 2016 town meeting was held on a Saturday morning in May after usually being held 
on a Wednesday evening.  This was done as per an informal poll of the exiting voters taken at the November 2015 
election.  Attendance was great but I’m not sure if that is attributable to it being a Saturday morning or to having 
controversial articles on the town meeting warrant. 
Lloyd Coombs will not be running for reelection as a Selectman this year (November 2016).  Six people took out 
nomination papers with only four of them returning them.  So we have four people officially running for two positions 
on the Selectboard.  
Request for Information.  This financial report is designed to provide a general overview of the Town of Woolwich’s 
finances for all those with an interest in the government finances.  Questions and/or requests for additional information 
concerning these financial reports can be addressed to Town Administrator, 13 Nequasset Road, Woolwich, Maine 
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RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Other Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not
      financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1,819,598.53
   Notes payable are not due and payable in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
       deferred as revenue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       government-wide financial statements the revenue is income
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Other Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not
      financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1,819,598.53
   Notes payable are not due and payable in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
       deferred as revenue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       government-wide financial statements the revenue is income
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITI N OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              O her Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestr cted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,2 6,869. 9
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital a sets used in g vernmental activities are not
      financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1,819,598.53
   Notes p yable are not ue and pay ble in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
       deferred as revenue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       governm nt-wide financial statements the rev nu  is i come
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governm ntal Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,3 9, 71.53$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH 
BALANCE SHEETS - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
Exhibit E
CAPITAL 2016 2015
GENERAL PROJECTS TOTAL TOTAL
ASSETS:
       Cash (Note B) 1,062,656.17$     68,050.64$          1,130,706.81$     1,100,393.36$     
       Taxes Receivable 243,166.31 243,166.31 241,116.81
       Tax Liens 98,504.41 98,504.41 96,790.57
       Accounts Receivable (Note C) 24,030.76 24,030.76 29,780.16
       Due From Other Funds 8,771.57 8,771.57
       Investments (Note B) 342,942.29 342,942.29 335,922.87
       Prepaid Expense 783.32 783.32 800.00
                            Total Assets 1,780,854.83$     68,050.64$          1,848,905.47$     1,804,803.77$     
LIABILITIES, RESERVES, AND FUND BALANCE:
       Liabilities:
              Accounts Payable 38,488.75$          -$                     38,488.75$          8,558.97$             
              Due To Other Funds 8,771.57 8,771.57
                    Total Liabilities 38,488.75$          8,771.57$             47,260.32$          8,558.97$             
       Reserves:
              Deferred Revenue (Note G) 22,570.92$          -$                     22,570.92$          50,871.80$          
              Deferred Tax Revenue (Note H) 221,433.28 221,433.28 203,791.94
                     Total Reserves 244,004.20$        -$                     244,004.20$        254,663.74$        
       Fund Balance:
              Committed for Capital Projects -$                     59,279.07$          59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Assigned for Other Purposes (Note F) 178,190.67 178,190.67 199,761.60
              Unassigned 1,320,171.21 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
                     Total Fund Balance 1,498,361.88$     59,279.07$          1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
                            Total Liabilities, Reserves, and
                                   Fund Balance 1,780,854.83$     68,050.64$          1,848,905.47$     1,804,803.77$     




Net Change in Fund Balances - Total Governmental Funds (Exhibit F) 16,059.89$          (45,835.88)$        
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Activities are different because:
   Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.
      However, in the Statements of Activities, the cost of those
      assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives as
      depreciation expense.  This is the amount by which capital outlays 
      exceeds depreciation (depreciation exceeds capital outlays). (3,950.00) (23,103.00)
   Repayment of debt is an expenditure in the
      governmental funds, but the repayment reduces
      liabilities in the Statements of Net Position. 30,000.00 45,000.00
   The sale of assets is recorded as revenue in the governmental funds, but
      in the Statements of Activities it is reduced by the net book value of
      the assets sold. (13,165.00) (1,665.00)
   Property taxes are deferred in the fund financial statements, but in
       the government-wide financial statements they are recorded as 
       income the year they are assessed. 17,641.34 (12,884.92)
Changes in Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit B) 46,586.23$          (38,488.80)$        
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS TO THE STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Other Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not
      financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1,819,598.53
   Notes payable are not due and payable in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
       deferred as revenue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       government-wide financial statements the revenue is income
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH 
BALANCE SHEETS - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
Exhibit E
CAPITAL 2016 2015
GENERAL PROJECTS TOTAL TOTAL
ASSETS:
       Cash (Note B) 1,062,656.17$     68,050.64$          1,130,706.81$     1,100,393.36$     
       Taxes Receivable 243,166.31 243,166.31 241,116.81
       Tax Liens 98,504.41 98,504.41 96,790.57
       Accounts Receivable (Note C) 24,030.76 24,030.76 29,780.16
       Due From Other Funds 8,771.57 8,771.57
       Investments (Note B) 342,942.29 342,942.29 335,922.87
       Prepaid Expense 783.32 783.32 800.00
                            Total Assets 1,780,854.83$     68,050.64$          1,848,905.47$     1,804,803.77$     
LIABILITIES, RESERVES, AND FUND BALANCE:
       Liabilities:
              Accounts Payable 38,488.75$          -$                     38,488.75$          8,558.97$             
              Due To Other Funds 8,771.57 8,771.57
                    Total Liabilities 38,488.75$          8,771.57$             47,260.32$          8,558.97$             
       Reserves:
              Deferred Revenue (Note G) 22,570.92$          -$                     22,570.92$          50,871.80$          
              Deferred Tax Revenue (Note H) 221,433.28 221,433.28 203,791.94
                     Total Reserves 244,004.20$        -$                     244,004.20$        254,663.74$        
       Fund Balance:
              Committed for Capital Projects -$                     59,279.07$          59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Assigned for Other Purposes (Note F) 178,190.67 178,190.67 199,761.60
              Unassigned 1,320,171.21 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
                     Total Fund Balance 1,498,361.88$     59,279.07$          1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
                            Total Liabilities, Reserves, and
                                   Fund Balance 1,780,854.83$     68,050.64$          1,848,905.47$     1,804,803.77$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Other Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not
      financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1,819,598.53
   Notes payable a e not due and payable in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
       deferred as revenue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       government-wide financial statements the revenue is income
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND
BALANCES - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
Exhibit F
CAPITAL 2016 2015
GENERAL PROJECTS TOTAL TOTAL
REVENUES:
       Intergovernmental Revenue 135,397.85$        -$                     135,397.85$        63,363.00$          
       Homestead Reimbursement 53,960.00 53,960.00 55,270.00
       Property Taxes 4,898,217.72 4,898,217.72 4,889,062.67
       Excise Tax 677,318.11 677,318.11 613,491.38
       General Government 189,497.36 189,497.36 168,302.64
       Protection 9,671.85 9,671.85 6,105.44
       Health and Welfare 49,662.26 49,662.26 48,575.12
       Interest 38,681.57 100.97 38,782.54 35,731.84
       Highways and Bridges 62,332.80 62,332.80 62,251.86
       Unclassified 1,661.58 1,661.58 5,879.45
Total Revenues 6,116,401.10$     100.97$                6,116,502.07$     5,948,033.40$     
EXPENDITURES:
       Education 3,746,103.00$     -$                     3,746,103.00$     3,696,202.00$     
       General Government 377,977.91 377,977.91 386,575.38
       Highways and Bridges 645,892.39 645,892.39 600,403.65
       Protection 219,269.14 219,269.14 180,835.72
       Health and Welfare 292,027.90 292,027.90 298,895.64
       Unclassified 81,443.06 81,443.06 85,803.67
       Special Assessments 694,311.00 694,311.00 684,077.28
       Interest 4,373.31 4,373.31 5,496.82
       Municipal Building Loan 39,044.47 39,044.47 55,579.12
Total Expenditures 6,100,442.18$     -$                     6,100,442.18$     5,993,869.28$     
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures 15,958.92$          100.97$                16,059.89$          (45,835.88)$         
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
       Operating Transfers - In 35,771.57$          -$                     35,771.57$          28,305.47$          
       Operating Transfers - Out (35,771.57) (35,771.57) (28,305.47)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) 35,771.57$          (35,771.57)$         -$                     -$                     
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
   (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses 51,730.49$          (35,670.60)$         16,059.89$          (45,835.88)$         
Fund Balance, July 1 1,446,631.39 94,949.67 1,541,581.06 1,587,416.94
Fund Balance, June 30 1,498,361.88$     59,279.07$          1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
  GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Other Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not
      financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1 819,598.53
   Notes payable are not due and payable in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
  deferre as rev nue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       government-wide financial statements the revenue is income
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     





       Cash 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
LIABILITIES -$                        -$                        
NET POSITION:
       Restricted for Principal 9,931.68$               9,931.68$               
       Unrestricted 2,733.21 2,715.68
Total Net Position 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             




       Interest 17.53$                    18.88$                    
EXPENDITURES
Change in Net Position 17.53$                    18.88$                    
Net Position, July 1 12,647.36 12,628.48
Net Position, June 30 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
            Exhibit I
2016 2015
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
       Interest Income 17.53$                    18.88$                    
              Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities 17.53$                    18.88$                    
                     Cash Balance, July 1 12,647.36 12,628.48
                     Cash Balance, June 30 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENT OF FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
FIDUCIARY FUND TYPE - NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES




       Restricted for:
              Capital Projects (Schedule A-13) 59,279.07$          94,949.67$          
              Other Purposes (Schedule A-4) 178,190.67 199,761.60
       Unrestricted (Schedule A-3) 1,320,171.21 1,246,869.79
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E) 1,557,640.95$     1,541,581.06$     
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the
   Statements of Net Position are different because:
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not
      financial r sources and therefore are not reported in the funds. 1,802,483.53 1,819,598.53
   Notes payable are not due and payable in the current
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds. (195,000.00) (225,000.00)
   Property taxes not collected within sixty days after year end are
       deferred as revenue in the fund financial statements.  In the
       government-wide financial statements the revenue is income
       in the year it is assessed. 221,433.28 203,791.94
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A) 3,386,557.76$     3,339,971.53$     
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NET POSITION:
       Restricted for Principal 9,931.68$               9,931.68$               
       Unrestricted 2,733.21 2,715.68
Total Net Position 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
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EXPENDITURES
Change in Net Position 17.53$                    18.88$                    
Net Position, July 1 12,647.36 12,628.48
Net Position, June 30 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
            Exhibit I
2016 2015
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
       Interest Income 17.53$                    18.88$                    
              Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities 17.53$                    18.88$                    
                     Cash Balance, July 1 12,647.36 12,628.48
                     Cash Balance, June 30 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENT OF FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
FIDUCIARY FUND TYPE - NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015




       Cash 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
LIABILITIES -$                        -$                        
NET POSITION:
       Restricted for Principal 9,931.68$               9,931.68$               
       Unrestricted 2,733.21 2,715.68
Total Net Position 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             




       Interest 17.53$                    18.88$                    
EXPENDITURES
Change in Net Position 17.53$                    18.88$                    
Net Position, July 1 12,647.36 12,628.48
Net Position, June 30 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
            Exhibit I
2016 2015
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
       Interest Income 17.53$                    18.88$                    
              Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities 17.53$                    18.88$                    
                     Cash Balance, July 1 12,647.36 12,628.48
                     Cash Balance, June 30 12,664.89$             12,647.36$             
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
JUNE 30, 2016 
 
 
NOTE A - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES: 
 
       The accounting policies of the Town of Woolwich conform to generally accepted accounting principles as 
applicable to governmental units. 
 
1.  Financial Reporting Entity 
The Town of Woolwich, incorporated in 1759, currently operates under a town meeting  
form of government with a Town Administrator.  The Board consists of five members elected by the 
registered voters for three year staggered terms.  The financial statements of the Town conform to 
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America as applicable to governmental 
units.  The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is responsible for establishing Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for state and local governments through its pronouncements 
(Statements and Interpretations).  Governments are also required to follow the pronouncements of the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) (when applicable) that do not conflict with or contradict 
GASB pronouncements.  The more significant accounting policies established in GAAP are used by the 
Town are discussed below. 
                     In evaluating the Town of Woolwich as a reporting entity, management has addressed all  
potential component units for which the Town may or may not be financially accountable and, as such, be 
includable within the Town’s basic financial statements.  In accordance with GASB, the Town (the primary 
government) is financially accountable if it appoints a voting majority of the organization’s governing board 
and (1) it is able to impose its will on the organization or (2) there is a potential for the organization to 
provide specific financial benefits to, or impose specific financial burdens on the Town.  The Town also is 
financially accountable for organizations that are fiscally dependent on it and if there is a financial benefit 
or burden relationship.  Additionally, the primary government is required to consider other organizations for 
which the nature and significance of their relationship with the primary government are such that exclusion 
would cause the reporting entity’s basic financial statements to be misleading or incomplete.  Based on the 
application of these criteria, there are no other entities within the Town that should be included as part of 
these financial statements.   
 
2.  Basic Financial Statements - Government-Wide Statements 
       The Town’s basic financial statements include both government-wide (reporting the Town as a whole) 
and fund financial statements (reporting the Town’s major funds).  Both the government-wide and fund 
financial statements categorize primary activities as governmental.  The Town’s fireprotection, recreation, 
public works, and general administrative services are classified as governmental activities. 
       In the government-wide Statements of Net Position, the governmental column is presented on a 
consolidated basis by column, and is reported on a full accrual, economic resource basis, which recognizes 
all long-term assets and receivables as well as long-term debt and obligations.  The Town’s net position is 
reported in three parts - net invested in capital assets; restricted; and unrestricted.  The Town first utilizes 
restricted resources to finance qualifying activities. 
       The government-wide Statements of Activities reports both the gross and net cost of each of the Town’s 
functions and business-type activities (fire, public works, administrative, etc.).  The functions are also 
supported by general government revenues (property, certain intergovernmental revenues, fines, permits, 
and charges, etc.).  The Statements of Activities reduces gross expenses (including depreciation) by related 
program revenues, and operating and capital grants.  Program revenues must be directly associated with the 
function (fire, public works, etc.).  Operating grants include operating-specific and discretionary (either 
operating or capital) grants while the capital grants column reflects capital-specific grants. 
       The net costs (by function or business-type activity) are normally covered by general revenue (property, 
intergovernmental revenues, interest income, etc.). 
       This government-wide focus is more on the sustainability of the Town as an entity and the change in the 
Town’s net position resulting from the current year’s activities. 
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3.  Basic Financial Statements - Fund Financial Statements 
       The financial transactions of the Town are reported in individual funds in the fund financial statements.  
Each fund is accounted for by providing a separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, 
liabilities, reserves, fund equity, revenues, and expenditures/expenses.  The various funds are reported by 
generic classification within the financial statements. 
       The following fund types are used by the Town: 
a. Governmental Funds: 
The focus of the governmental funds’ measurement (in the fund statements) is upon determination 
of financial position and changes in financial position (sources, uses, and balances of financial 
resources) rather than upon net income.  The following is a description of the governmental funds 
of the Town: 
1. General Fund: 
General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town.  It is used to account for all 
financial resources except those required to be accounted for in another fund. 
2. Capital Projects Funds: 
Capital Projects Funds are used to account for financial resources to be used for the 
acquisition or construction of major capital facilities and equipment. 
3. Fiduciary Funds: 
Fiduciary Funds are used to report assets held in a trustee or agency capacity for others 
and therefore are not available to support Town programs.  The reporting focus is on net 
position and changes in net position and are reported using accounting principles similar 
to proprietary funds. 
The emphasis in fund financial statements is on the major funds in either the governmental 
or business-type activities categories.  Nonmajor funds by category are summarized into a 
single column.  GASB No. 34 sets forth minimum criteria (percentage of the assets, 
liabilities, revenues, or expenditures/expenses of either fund category) for the 
determination of major funds. 
The Town’s fiduciary funds are presented in the fiduciary fund financial statements.  
Since by definition these assets are being held for the benefit of a third party and cannot 
be used to address activities or obligations of the government, these funds are not 
incorporated into the government-wide statements. 
 
       4.    Basis of Accounting 
       Basis of accounting refers to the point at which revenues or expenditures/expenses are recognized in the 
accounts and reported in the financial statements.  It relates to the timing of the measurements made 
regardless of the measurement focus applied: 
a. Accrual: 
Governmental activities in the government-wide financial statements and fiduciary fund               
financial statements are presented on the accrual basis of accounting.  Revenues are recognized  
when earned and expenses are recognized when incurred. 
b. Modified Accrual: 
The governmental funds financial statements are presented on the modified accrual basis of 
accounting.  Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recorded when 
susceptible to accrual; i.e. both measurable and available.  “Available” means collectible within the 
current period or within 60 days after year end.  Expenditures are generally recognized under the 
modified accrual basis of accounting when the related liability is incurred.  The exception to this 
general rule is that principal and interest on general obligation long-term debt, if any, is recognized 
when due. 
 
5. Financial Statement Amounts 
a. Cash and Cash Equivalents: 
The Town has defined cash and cash equivalents to include cash on hand, demand deposits, and 
cash with fiscal agent.  Statutes authorize the Treasurer of the Town, as directed by the municipal 
officers, to invest all municipal funds, including reserve and trust funds, to the extent that the terms 
of the instrument, order, or article creating the fund do not prohibit the investment, in financial 
institutions as described in Section 5706 MRSA and securities as described in Sections 5711 
through 5717 MRSA. 
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b. Investments: 
Investments, including deferred compensation and pension funds, are stated at fair value (quoted 
market price or the best available estimate). 
c. Capital Assets: 
Capital assets purchased or acquired with an original cost of $1,000.00 or more are reported at 
historical cost or estimated historical cost.  Contributed assets are reported at fair market value as 
of the date received.  Additions, improvements, and other capital outlays that significantly extend 
the useful life of an asset are capitalized.  Other costs incurred for repairs and maintenance are 
expensed as incurred.  Depreciation on all assets is provided on the straight-line basis over the 
following estimated useful lives: 
Buildings 20-50 Years 
Machinery and Equipment   5-10 Years 
Improvements 10-20 Years 
Other Infrastructure 10-50 Years 
d. Revenues: 
Substantially, all governmental fund revenues are accrued.  Property taxes are billed and collected 
within the same period in which the taxes are levied.  In applying GASB No. 33 to grant revenues, 
the provider recognizes liabilities and expenses and the recipient recognizes receivables and 
revenue when the applicable eligibility requirements, including time requirements, are met.  
Resources transmitted before the eligibility requirements are met are reported as advances by the 
provider and deferred revenue by the recipient. 
e. Expenditures: 
Expenditures are recognized when the related fund liability is incurred.  Inventory costs are 
reported in the period when inventory items are used, rather than in the period purchased. 
f.     Use of Estimates: 
The presentation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported 
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the 
financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting 
period.  Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
                     g.     Fund Balance: 
The Town’s unrestricted net position is maintained to lessen the need for borrowing, protect the 
Town’s credit rating, and provide the funds necessary to meet the Town’s financial operating 
obligations.  It is the Town’s policy that the unassigned fund balance shall be an amount equal to at 
least 15% of the total annual budget comprising the proposed operating budget to be voted on at 
town meeting, the County assessment, the school assessments, and the estimated property tax 
abatements and overlay.  Subject to approval by the voters, excess funds may be used to stabilize 
the tax rate, fund capital reserve accounts, or to fund a contingency reserve fund for non-recurring 
or extraordinary unanticipated expenditures. 
In accordance with GASB Statement No. 54, the Town employed new terminology and 
classifications for fund balance items during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2011. 
                                Nonspendable fund balances include amounts that are not expected to be converted to cash, or that 
are legally required to be maintained intact.  The fund balance of the Town’s Cemetery Fund is 
classified as nonspendable. 
Restricted fund balances represent those portions of fund equity that have externally enforceable 
legal restrictions. 
Committed fund balances are amounts that can be used only for specific purposes because of a 
formal action taken by town government.  Budget carryforward amounts and the fund balances in 
the Capital Projects Fund and the Cemetery Trust Fund are in this category. 
Assigned fund balances are amounts that the Town intends to use for specific purposes.  The Board 
of Selectmen approved carryovers are included in assigned fund balances. 
Unassigned fund balance is all amounts in the General Fund that are not assigned to another 
category.  Only the General Fund can have an unassigned fund balance. 
h.    Compensated Absences: 
The Town accrues accumulated unpaid vacation and sick leave and associated employee-related 
costs when earned (or estimated to be earned) by the employee.  The noncurrent portion (the 
amount estimated to be used in subsequent fiscal years) for governmental funds is maintained 
separately and represents a reconciling item between the fund and government-wide presentations. 
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NOTE B - CASH AND INVESTMENTS: 
       Cash 
The Town’s cash is categorized to give an indication of the level of risk assumed by the Town at year-       
end.  These Categories are defined as follows: 
             Category #1 - Insured or collateralized with securities held by the Town or by its agent in the Town’s      
 name. 
             Category #2 - Collateralized with securities held by the pledging financial institution’s trust        
 department or agent in the Town’s name. 
Category #3 - Uncollateralized (This includes any bank balance that is collateralized with securities       
 held by the pledging financial institution, or by its trust department or agent but not in the Town’s name).  
 
 CARRYING BANK CATEGORY 
ACCOUNT TYPE AMOUNT BALANCE #1 #2 #3 
Interest Bearing      
   Accounts $ 1,103,371.70 $ 1,117,705.59 $  255,484.61 $  862,220.98 $   
Non-Interest      
   Bearing Accounts         40,000.00         40,000.00        40,000.00  
 $ 1,143,371.70 $ 1,157,705.59 $  255,484.61  $  902,220.98 $  
 
       Investments 
              The Town’s investments are categorized to give an indication of the level of risk assumed by the Town       
at year-end.  These categories are defined as follows: 
              Category #1 - Investments that are insured or registered, or securities held by the Town or its agent in the 
Town’s name. 
              Category #2 - Uninsured and unregistered investments with securities held by the Counterparty’s trust               
department or agent in the Town’s name. 
              Category #3 - Uninsured and unregistered investments with securities held by the Counterparty, or by its 
trust department or agent but not in the Town’s name.  
 
INVESTMENT CARRYING FAIR CATEGORY 
TYPE AMOUNT VALUE #1 #2 #3 
Money Market $        2,942.29    $        2,942.29 $ $      2,942.29 $  
Certificate of        
   Deposit       340,000.00       350,299.05      350,299.05  
 $    342,942.29 $    353,241.34 $ $  353,241.34 $    
 
NOTE C - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: 
       Accounts Receivable consists of the following: 
State Revenue Sharing $  10,166.76 
State Homestead     11,864.00 
MMA Safety Grant       2,000.00 
 $  24,030.76 
 
NOTE D - LONG-TERM DEBT: 
       The following is a summary of note transactions for the Town of Woolwich for the year ended June 30, 2016: 
 PRINCIPAL   PRINCIPAL 
 BALANCE   BALANCE 
 JULY 1, 2015 ADDITIONS REDUCTIONS JUNE 30, 2016 
     
Bath Savings Institution $    225,000.00 $  $       30,000.00 $      195,000.00    
        
Long-Term Debt as of June 30, 2016 is as follows:        
 
  Bath Savings Institution - Municipal Building Addition: 
       The note is dated September 6, 2013.  Repayment is through twenty semi-annual  
       installments on December 1 and June 1 of $15,000.00 plus interest at 4.14%. 
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       The annual requirements to amortize notes payable as of June 30, 2016 follows: 
 
YEAR ENDING    
JUNE 30 PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL 
    
2017 $        30,000.00   $          7,762.50  $        37,762.50 
2018           30,000.00             6,520.50           36,520.50 
2019           30,000.00             5,278.50           35,278.50 
2020           30,000.00             4,036.50           34,036.50 
2021           30,000.00             2,794.50           32,794.50 
2022-2023           45,000.00             1,863.00           46,863.00 
 $      195,000.00 $        28,255.50 $      223,255.50 
 
NOTE E - GENERAL FUND BUDGET: 
       The Town operates on a net budget as compared with a gross budget.  All revenues are not estimated, but are 
credited to the particular operating account.  Certain revenues are dedicated for particular purposes by vote of the 
townspeople at the annual town meeting or at special town meetings. 
 
NOTE F - ASSIGNED FOR OTHER PURPOSES: 
       Historically, the townspeople vote to carry certain departmental unexpended balances forward to the following 
year for expenditure.  This is usually in lieu of additional appropriations in any particular account. 
       Assigned for General Government: 
General Government $    22,282.61  
Highways and Bridges       14,012.62 
Protection       18,646.40 
Health and Welfare     114,764.33 
Unclassified         8,484.71 
 $  178,190.67 
 
NOTE G - DEFERRED REVENUE: 
       Deferred Revenue consists of the following: 
State Revenue Sharing $    15,805.00 
Prepaid 2017 Taxes         6,765.92 
 $    22,570.92 
     
NOTE H - REVENUE RECOGNITION - PROPERTY TAXES: 
       The Town’s property tax for the current year was levied September 21, 2015 on the assessed value listed as of 
April 1, 2015 for all taxable real and personal property located in the Town.  One half of the tax was due on  
October 1, 2015 and the remainder on April 1, 2016.  Interest accrued at 7.00% commencing November 1, 2015 for 
the first half of tax due and again at May 1, 2016 on the balance due. 
       Tax liens are filed against delinquent real estate taxpayers after eight months but within one year of the original 
tax commitment.  If the tax, interest, and costs have not been paid eighteen months after the filing of a lien certificate 
then the lien is automatically foreclosed. 
       The National Council on Governmental Accounting (N.C.G.A.) Interpretation No. 3 requires that property tax 
revenue be recognized only to the extent it will be collected within sixty days following the year end.  The deferred 
tax revenue shown on the balance sheet represents property taxes not expected to be collected within sixty days after 
the year end. 
       Property taxes are recognized when they become available.  Available includes those taxes expected to be 
collected within sixty days after year end as stated above. 
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NOTE I - PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT: 
       The following is a summary of changes in fixed assets at June 30, 2016: 
 BALANCE   BALANCE 
 JULY 1, 2015 ADDITIONS DISPOSITIONS JUNE 30, 2016 
     
Land and Improvements $      220,248.00  $     $    $      220,248.00  
Buildings         968,517.00           968,517.00 
Equipment       1,017,363.81             53,789.00           23,775.00      1,047,377.81 
Infrastructure      3,429,948.72           132,600.00       3,562,548.72 
 $   5,636,077.53 $        186,389.00 $       (23,775.00) $   5,798,691.53 
Accumulated Depreciation      (3,816,479.00)          (190,339.00)           10,610.00     (3,996,208.00) 
Net Property, Plant, and      
       Equipment $   1,819,598.53 $           (3,950.00) $       (13,165.00) $   1,802,483.53 
 
       Depreciation expenses for the period totaled $190,339.00.  These expenses were broken down as follows:  
General Government $    27,275.00 
Public Safety       65,809.00 
Highways and Bridges       97,255.00 
 $  190,339.00 
 
NOTE J - RISK MANAGEMENT: 
       The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of assets; errors 
and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters.  All significant losses are covered by commercial 
insurance.  There has been no significant reduction in insurance coverage.  Settlement amounts have not exceeded 
insurance coverage for the current year or the three prior years. 
 
NOTE K - INTEREST COST INCURRED: 
       During the current year the Town incurred interest costs totaling $9,044.47, which was charged as an expense to 
the operating account. 
 
NOTE L - OVERLAPPING DEBT: 
       The Town of Woolwich is situated in Sagadahoc County and is therefore subject to annual assessment of its 
proportional share of County expenses.  Long-term debt outstanding in Sagadahoc County, for which the Town of 
Woolwich would be proportionally responsible in the event the County defaulted, is approximately $6,456,382.00                           
at June 30, 2016.  The Town of Woolwich’s share would be 8.55% of the debt, or approximately $552,021.00. 
       The Town of Woolwich joined the Maine Regional School Unit #1 effective July 1, 2008 and is subject to 
annual assessment of its proportional share of school expenses.  Long-Term debt outstanding for the RSU, for which 
the Town of Woolwich would be proportionally responsible in the event the RSU defaulted, is approximately 
$21,916,797.00 at June 30, 2016.  The Town of Woolwich’s share would be 22.66% of the debt, or approximately 
$4,966,346.00. 
 
NOTE M - SUBSEQUENT EVENTS: 
       As of September 28, 2016, the date the financial statements were available to be issued, management has 
reviewed events after June 30, 2016 and there were no material subsequent events requiring disclosure. 
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
Schedule A-3
Unappropriated Surplus, July 1, 2015 1,246,869.79$     
INCREASE:
       Operating Account Balances Lapsed (Schedule A-4) 995,639.00
2,242,508.79$     
DECREASE:
       Appropriated at Town Meeting 900,000.00$        
       Increase in Deferred Taxes 17,641.34
       Article #33(c) at Town Meeting 4,696.24
922,337.58
Unappropriated Surplus, June 30, 2016 1,320,171.21$     
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS
FOR THE YEAR E DED JUNE 30, 2016
Schedule A-3
Unappropriated Surplus, July 1, 2015 1,246,869.79$     
INCREASE:
       Operating Account Balances Lapsed (Schedule A-4) 995,639.00
2,242,508.79$     
DECREASE:
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE - GENERAL FUND






       Intergovernmental Revenue 135,397.85$        135,397.85$        
       Homestead Reimbursement 53,960.00 53,960.00
       Property Taxes 4,917,975.46 4,898,217.72
       Excise Taxes 677,318.11
       Highways and Bridges 62,332.80
       General Government 116,666.36
       Protection 9,671.85
       Health and Welfare 49,662.26
       Interest and Debt Service 38,681.57
       Unclassified 1,661.58
       State B.E.T.E. 72,809.08 72,831.00
Total Revenues 5,180,142.39$     6,116,401.10$     
EXPENDITURES:
       Education 3,746,103.00$     3,746,103.00$     
       General Government 383,627.00 377,977.91
       Highways and Bridges 564,148.00 645,892.39
       Protection 195,669.00 192,269.14
       Health and Welfare 247,450.00 292,027.90
       Unclassified 80,153.00 81,443.06
       Special Assessments 694,311.00 694,311.00
       Interest and Debt Service 40,000.00 43,417.78
       Ambulance 27,000.00
Total Expenditures 5,951,461.00$     6,100,442.18$     
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures (771,318.61)$      15,958.92$          
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES:
       Operating Transfers - In 35,771.57
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over (Under)
   Expenditures and Other Uses (771,318.61)$      51,730.49$          
Fund Balance, July 1, 2015 1,446,631.39 1,446,631.39
Fund Balance, June 30, 2016 675,312.78$        1,498,361.88$     
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TOWN OF WOOLWICH
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
Schedule A-2
Cash Balance, July 1, 2015 1,005,443.69$       
ADD:  CASH RECEIPTS:
       Tax Collections:
              Current Year 4,670,527.36$       
              Prior Years 236,920.22
              Prepaid Taxes 6,765.92
       Total Tax Collections 4,914,213.50$       
       Fees Collected for the State 259,363.26
       Departmental (Schedule A-4) 1,026,825.53
       State Revenue Sharing 111,606.52
       Homestead Reimbursement 56,949.00
       Capital Reserve Receipts 35,771.57
       Accounts Receivable 249.47
Total Cash Receipts 6,404,978.85
Total Cash Available 7,410,422.54$       
LESS:  CASH DISBURSEMENTS:
       Departmental (Schedule A-4) 6,042,522.40$       
       Accounts Payable 3,522.59
       Prepaid Expenses 783.32
       Investment Account 7,019.42
       Fees Remitted to the State 258,147.07
       Ambulance 27,000.00
       Due from Other Funds 8,771.57
Total Cash Disbursements 6,347,766.37
Cash Balance, June 30, 2016 (Schedule A-6) 1,062,656.17$       
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VALUATION, ASSESSMENT, AND COLLECTIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
Schedule A-5
VALUATION:
       Real Estate 341,205,800.00$
       Personal Property 5,130,500.00
Total 346,336,300.00$
ASSESSMENT:
       Valuation x Rate ($346,336,300.00 x .0142) 4,917,975.46$     
COLLECTIONS AND CREDITS:
       Cash Collections 4,670,527.36$     
       Prepaid 6,764.54
Total Collections and Credits 4,677,291.90
2016 Taxes Receivable 240,683.56$        
Tax Commitment 4,917,975.46$     
State Revenue Sharing 135,397.85
Surplus - Appropriated at Town Meeting 900,000.00
State BETE Program 72,809.08
Homestead Reimbursement 53,960.00
6,080,142.39$     
REQUIREMENTS:
       Municipal 1,511,047.00$     
       County Tax 694,311.00
       Education 3,746,103.00
5,951,461.00
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VALUATION, ASSESSMENT, AND COLLECTIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
Schedule A-5
VALUATION:
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       Prepaid 6,764.54
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2016 Taxes Receivable 240,683.56$        
Tax Commitment 4,917,975.46$     
State Revenue Sharing 135,397.85
Surplus - Appropriated at Town Meeting 900,000.00
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REQUIREMENTS:
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       County Tax 694,311.00
       Education 3,746,103.00
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Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,314.45$            
Booker, Philip V., Sr. 1,045.33
Bowen, Basil H. (TC) 449.02










Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 796.51
Chubbuck, Kenneth Todd (JT) 1,893.56
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 97.12
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,261.26
Cousins, Dawn L. 127.35
Creamer, Gary E. - Person in Possession 323.50
Creamer, Joseph I., Jr. (JT) 1,643.07
Crosby, Stephen J. 1,566.46
Curran, Terrance G. (JT) 2,626.91
Curran, Timothy J. & Brenda L. (JT) - Person in Possession 1,465.75
Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68
Dutton, William M. - PR (T/C) 170.17
Easler, Gary 614.90
Emerson, Angela M. 165.88
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 95.26
Gallant, Edward H. 323.75
Geaghan, Terrance H. 12,735.58
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.90
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36
Hall, Ralph M. (JT) 154.48
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.44
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84
Hird, Craige B. - PR 342.59
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06
Holbrook, John W. - Person in Possession 2,552.55
Schedule A-6
Bath Savings Institution:
       Landfill:
              Balance Per Bank Statement 34,952.06$          
Bath Savings Institution:
       General Fund Checking:
              Balance Per Bank Statement 1,039,461.10$     
              Add: Deposits in Transit 732.71
              Less: Outstanding Checks 15,409.39
              Balance Per Books 1,024,784.42
First Federal Savings:
       Town Clock:
              Balance Per Bank Statement 2,576.90
Petty Cash 342.79
1,062,656.17$     
  Schedule A-7
2016 2015














       Total (Exhibit A) 243,166.31$        241,116.81$        
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2016 AND 2015
STATEMENTS OF TAXES RECEIVABLE
TOWN OF WOOLWICH
RECONCILIATION OF TREASURER'S CASH BALANCE







Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,314.45$            
Booker, Philip V., Sr. 1,045.33
Bowen, Basil H. (TC) 449.02










Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 796.51
Chubbuck, Kenneth Todd (JT) 1,893.56
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 97.12
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,261.26
Cousins, Dawn L. 127.35
Creamer, Gary E. - Person in Possession 323.50
Creamer, Joseph I., Jr. (JT) 1,643.07
Crosby, Stephen J. 1,566.46
Curran, Terrance G. (JT) 2,626.91
Curran, Timothy J. & Brenda L. (JT) - Person in Possession 1,465.75
Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68
Dutton, William M. - PR (T/C) 170.17
Easler, Gary 614.90
Emerson, Angela M. 165.88
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 95.26
Gallant, Edward H. 323.75
Geaghan, Terrance H. 12,735.58
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.90
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36
Hall, Ralph M. (JT) 154.48
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.44
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84
Hird, Craige B. - PR 342.59
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06






Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,314.45$            
Booker, Philip V., Sr. 1,045.33
Bowen, Basil H. (TC) 449.02










Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 796.51
Chubbuck, Kenneth Todd (JT) 1,893.56
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 97.12
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,261.26
Cousins, Dawn L. 127.35
Creamer, Gary E. - Person in Possession 323.50
Creamer, Joseph I., Jr. (JT) 1,643.07
Crosby, Stephen J. 1,566.46
Curran, Terrance G. (JT) 2,626.91
Curran, Timothy J. & Brenda L. (JT) - Person in Possession 1,465.75
Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68
Dutton, William M. - PR (T/C) 170.17
Easler, Gary 614.90
Emerson, Angela M. 165.88
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 95.26
Gallant, Edward H. 323.75
Geaghan, Terrance H. 12,735.58
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.90
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36
Hall, Ralph M. (JT) 154.48
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78
athorn Woods, LLC 47.19
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.44
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84
Hird, Craige B. - PR 342.59
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06
Holbrook, John W. - Person in Possession 2,552.55






AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47




Schedule A-8 (Cont'd) 
2015 (Cont'd)
Johns, Adam A. - Person in Possession 516.23$               
Johnston, Christopher J. (JT) 1,111.08
Kaplan, Charlotte W. 2,621.19
Kelley, Cathy Ann 637.78
Leonard, James E. 1,372.21
Little Brothers LLC 511.69
Mank, Joan L. 446.42
McFarland, Robert D. 1,214.07
Meister, Guy C. (JT) 496.21
Miller, AC & OL (JT) - Person in Possession 1,252.68
Moore, Heather D. 1,051.05
Moore, Larry R. 145.86
Moore, Larry R. 583.44
Mosier, Tony 526.27
Murphy, Keith E. (JT) 2,754.18
Osmond, Elaina - Person in Possession 933.79
Page, Susan M. (JT) 1,265.05
Peaslee, Jacqueline 444.73
Pinkham, Melissa 725.01
Polizotta, Marc M. (JT) 1,817.53
Provident Trust Group, LLC 866.58
Ramsey, Thomas R. 582.01
Rose, Nancy L. - L/E 812.24
Ross, Diana Danae 1,347.06
Rowe, Judy L. 489.06
Secretary, US Department HUD 287.78
Sheen, Edward H. - Person in Possession 554.84
True, Edward D. 1,148.29
Varney, Timothy A. & Evelyn M. (JT) - Person in Possession 942.37
Verrill, Mark 2,672.67
Verrill, Mark S. 1,884.74
Weiss, Lee 819.39
Whitcomb, Marion E. 135.85
Woodman, Kathy 302.14
Young, Douglas J. & Catherine T. 1,668.81
90,085.03$          
2014
Booker, Philip V., Sr. 1,008.78$            
Caton, Dianne R. 768.66
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,181.98
Johns, Adam A. 235.99
Moore, Larry R. 140.76
Moore, Larry R. 563.04
Ramsey, Thomas R. 78.58
Ross, Diana Danae 12.87
Sheen, Edward H. 535.44
Varney, Timothy A. & Evelyn M. 289.35
Whitcomb, Marion E. 131.10







Booker, Philip V., Sr. 725.58$               
Caton, Dianne R. 725.76
1,451.34$            
2012
Caton, Dianne R. 411.03




Schedule A-8 (Cont'd) 
2015 (Cont'd)
Johns, Adam A. - Person in Possession 516.23$               
Johnston, Christopher J. (JT) 1,111.08
Kaplan, Charlotte W. 2,621.19
Kelley, Cathy Ann 637.78
Leonard, Ja es E. 1,372.21
Little Brothers LLC 511.69
Mank, Joan L. 446.42
McFarland, Robert D. 1,214.0
M ister, Guy C. (JT) 496.21
M ller, AC & O  (JT) - Person in Possession 1,252.68
oore Heather D. 1,051.05
oore, Larry R. 145.86
oore, Larry R. 583.44
osi Tony 526.27
urphy, Kei  E. (JT) 2,754.18
Osmond, Elaina - Person in Possession 933.79
Page, Susan M. (JT) 1,26 .05
Peaslee, Jacqueline 444.73
Pinkham, Melissa 725.01
Poliz tta, Marc M. (JT) 1,817.5
Provident Trust Group, LLC 866.58
Ramsey, Thomas R. 582.01
Rose, Nancy L. - L/E 812.24
Ross, Diana Danae 1,347.06
Rowe, Judy L. 489.06
Secretary, US Department HUD 287.78
Sheen, Edward H. - Person in Possession 554.84
True, Edward D. 1,148.29
Varney, Timothy A. & Evelyn M. (JT) - Person in Possession 942.37
Verrill, Mark 2,672.67
Verrill, Mark S. 1,884.74
Weiss, Lee 819.39
Whitcomb, Marion E. 135.85
Woodman, Kathy 302.14
Young, Douglas J. & Catherine T. 1,668.81
90,085.03$          
2014
Booker, Philip V., Sr. 1,008.78$            
Caton, Dianne R. 768.66
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,181.98
Johns, Adam A. 235.99
Moore, Larry R. 140.76
Moore, Larry R. 563.04
Ramsey, Thomas R. 78.58
Ross, Diana Danae 12.87
Sheen, Edward H. 535.44
Varney, Timothy A. & Evelyn M. 289.35
Whitcomb, Marion E. 131.10
Young, Douglas J. & Catherine T. 1,610.46
6,557.01






AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Developm nt, LLC 244.86
AA Developm nt, LLC 474.28
AA Dev lopm nt, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (J ) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle St nley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, A an N; De n S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Ma gar t G. - Person in Possession 1,942.5
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - P rson in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charl tte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, my C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.6
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbour e, Dale 298. 4
Chadwick, Bria  P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop P int, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Do ald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47
Crabtree, Gerald E., Jr. 513.70






Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,130.00$            
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,331.64
Holbrook, John W. - Person in Possession 2,676.70
Holbrook, Thomas A. 4.99
Hunter, Benjamin (JT) 7,288.86
Huston, John Bampton (JT) 4,632.04
Jackson, Patrick Tracy, III 2,733.50
Johns, Adam A. 512.62
Johns, Travis N. 69.92
Johnson, Kimberly A. 618.41
Johnston, Christopher J. (JT) 2,147.04
Johnston, Peter M. & Christine M. (JT) - Person in Possession 883.04
Jones, Aaron M., III - PR 987.30
Jones, Kevin M. 365.85
Kaplan, Charlotte W. - Person in Possession 2,602.86
Kaplan, Joan A. 2,068.94
Kelley, Cathy Ann 633.32
Kenney, Joan E. 647.27
Kepler, David D. 3,230.48
Kruk, Louise G. 445.88
Larkin, Paul T. (JT) 36.34
Layton, Terry L. 507.65
Leonard, James E. 1,562.00
Linnehan Acceptance 290.39
Little Brothers LLC 752.60
Longley, William C., Jr. (JT) 589.30
Lush, Eric - Person in Possession 835.00
Mank, Joan L. 1,128.90
Massey, Michael H. & Catherine 377.72
McBride, Carol A. (JT) 274.06
McFarland, Robert D. 1,205.58
Meister, Guy C. (JT) 492.74
Merrill, David M. 971.69
Mesrobian, Alexander L. (JT) 1,506.81
Miller, AC & OL (JT) - Person in Possession 3,204.94
Moon, Madalynn (JT) 509.07
Moore, Albert 1,460.11
Moore, Heather D. - Person in Possession 1,043.70
Moore, Larry R. 8.27
Moore, Larry R. 144.84
Moore, Larry R. 579.36
Morton, Bonnie L. 843.89
Mosier, Dennis F. (JT) 1,763.64
Mosier, Tony 813.66
Mott, Joann M. - Person in Possession 380.77
Murphy, Keith E. & Jody Anne (JT) Person in Possession 2,876.92
Murphy, Matthew E. (JT) 352.16
Murphy, Randall D. 328.53
Murphy, Sarah N. 274.06
Murray, Crystal E. 2,069.65







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68$             
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR 62.92                    
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR Person in Possession 1,011.01               
Dexter Pond, LLC 3,497.78               
Doak, Randolph H. & Sabrina P. 4,004.71               
Dutton, William M. - PR (TC) 170.17                  
Easler, Gary 614.90                  
Ebinger, Patricia A. - TTEE 1,317.74               
Eliopoulos, Steven J. & Joyce 997.42                  
Emerson, Angela M. 165.88                  
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 1,457.91               
ENRI Route 1 Woolwich, LLC 4,756.09               
Ezzell, Kim M. 733.59                  
Fifield, Misty D. (JT) 354.64                  
Fitzgerald, Benjamin, III & Irene S. 2,472.47               
Fortin, Paul W. 41.10                    
Foss, Jeffrey S. (JT) 245.96                  
Fox, Monte J. - Person in Possession 1,275.56               
Furrow, Dennis G. 655.32                  
Gallant, Edward H. 3,023.02               
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly 527.15                  
Geaghan, Terrance H. 12,735.58             
Gilbert, Thomas 165.16                  
Given, Clifton H., II 2,239.38               
Glancy, Christopher M. (JT) 50.85                    
Greenlaw, Joanne S. 35.37                    
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.90               
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36               
Hall, Ralph M. (JT) 599.17                  
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78                  
Harrington, Lynn M. 1,698.84               
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19                    
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.44                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68                  
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84                  
Hay, Harriet M. 876.59                  
Hay, Harriet M., Person in Possession 4,983.55               
Hill, Edward L. 15.32                    
Hird, Craige B. - PR 483.34                  
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00               
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06               








Creamer, Gary E. 357.84$               
Creamer, Gary E. 34.08
Creamer, Joseph I. 602.66
Creamer, Joseph I. (JT) 245.66
Creamer, Joseph I., Jr. (JT) 1,631.58
Crosby, Stephen J. 1,630.16
Curran, Terrance G. (JT) 2,837.16
Curran, Timothy J. (JT) 1,370.30
Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,226.38
Dalton, Nathan D. (JT) 599.27
Dou hty, Robert Michael, Jr. (JT) 629.83
Dunning, Michael (JT) 642.97
Dutton, William . - PR (TC) 168.98
Easler, Gary - Person in Possession 610.60
Ebinger, Patricia A. - TTEE 1,308.53
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 1,516.56
Ezzell, Kim M. 546.39
Faulkingham, Donald L. (JT) 387.66
First Baptist Church 644.68
Fitzgerald, Benjamin, III & Irene S. 2,455.18
Gallant, Edward H. - Person in Possession 3,229.08
luza, Ger l  F. (JT) 453.55
rdiner, Margaret A. 630.48
, Te rance H. 12,646.52
ilbert, Thomas 328.02
Given, Clifton H., II 1,637.66
Greenlaw, Joanne S. 12.41
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,462.60
Hagerthy, Michelle D. 465.05
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,635.84
Hall, Ralph M. & Gail M. - Person in Possession 822.18
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 349.32
milton, Alexander (JT) 5,832.65
rvey, Gary A. 971.28
ss n, Gary L. 704.32
t rn ods, LC 190.28
Hathorn oods, LLC 190.28
Hathorn Woods, LLC 190.28
Hathorn Woods, LLC 499.84
Hathorn Woods, LLC 360.68
Hathorn Woods, LLC 356.42
Hathorn Woods, LLC 295.36
Hathorn oods, LLC 291.10
athorn oods, LC 291.10
t rn ods, LC 467.18
rn Woods, LLC 410.38
thorn Woods, LLC 333.70
athorn Woods, LLC 249.92
Hathorn Woods, LLC - Person in Possession 46.86
Hathorne, Barry R. - Person in Possession 834.96







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, L igh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47
Crabtree, Gerald E., Jr. 513.70






Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,130.00$            
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,331.64
Holbrook, John W. - Person in Possession 2,676.70
Holbrook, Thomas A. 4.99
Hunter, Benjamin (JT) 7,288.86
Huston, John Bampton (JT) 4,632.04
Jackson, Patrick Tracy, III 2,733.50
Johns, Adam A. 512.62
Johns, Travis N. 69.92
Johnson, Kimberly A. 618.41
Johnston, Christopher J. (JT) 2,147.04
Johnston, Peter M. & Christine M. (JT) - Person in Possession 883.04
Jones, Aaron M., III - PR 987.30
Jones, Kevin M. 365.85
Kaplan, Charlotte W. - Person in Possession 2,602.86
Kaplan, Joan A. 2,068.94
Kelley, Cathy Ann 633.32
Kenney, Joan E. 647.27
Kepler, David D. 3,230.48
Kruk, Louise G. 445.88
Larkin, Paul T. (JT) 36.34
Layton, Terry L. 507.65
Leonard, James E. 1,562.00
Linnehan Acceptance 290.39
Little Brothers LLC 752.60
Longley, William C., Jr. (JT) 589.30
Lush, Eric - Person in Possession 835.00
Mank, Joan L. 1,128.90
Massey, Michael H. & Catherine 377.72
McBride, Carol A. (JT) 274.06
McFarland, Robert D. 1,205.58
Meister, Guy C. (JT) 492.74
Merrill, David M. 971.69
Mesrobian, Alexander L. (JT) 1,506.81
Miller, AC & OL (JT) - Person in Possession 3,204.94
Moon, Madalynn (JT) 509.07
Moore, Albert 1,460.11
Moore, Heather D. - Person in Possession 1,043.70
Moore, Larry R. 8.27
Moore, Larry R. 144.84
Moore, Larry R. 579.36
Morton, Bonnie L. 843.89
Mosier, Dennis F. (JT) 1,763.64
Mosier, Tony 813.66
Mott, Joann M. - Person in Possession 380.77
Murphy, Keith E. & Jody Anne (JT) Person in Possession 2,876.92
Murphy, Matthew E. (JT) 352.16
Murphy, Randall D. 328.53
Murphy, Sarah N. 274.06
Murray, Crystal E. 2,069.65







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68$             
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR 62.92                    
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR Person in Possession 1,011.01               
Dexter Pond, C 3,497.78               
Doak, Randolph H. & Sabrina P. 4,004.71               
Dutton, William M. - PR (TC) 170.17                  
Easler, Gary 614.90                  
Ebinger, Patricia A. - TTEE 1,317.74               
Eliopoulos, Steven J. & Joyce 997.42                  
Emerson, A gela M. 165.88                  
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 1,457.91               
ENRI Route 1 Woolwich, LLC 4,756.09               
Ezzell, Kim M. 733.59                  
Fifield, Misty D. (JT) 354.64                  
Fitzgerald, Benjamin, III & Irene S. 2,472.47               
Fortin, Paul W. 41.10                    
Foss, Jeffrey S. (JT) 245.9                  
Fox, Monte J. - Person in Possession 1,275.56               
Furrow, Dennis G. 655.32                  
Gallant, Edward H. 3,023.02               
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly 527.15                  
Geag an, Terrance H. 12,735.58             
Gilbert, Thomas 165.16                  
Given, Clifton H., II 2,239.38               
Glancy, Christopher M. (JT) 50.85                    
Greenlaw, Joanne S. 35.37                    
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.9               
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36               
Hall, R lph M. (JT) 599.17                  
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78                  
Harrington, Lynn M. 1,698.84               
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19                    
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.4                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.1                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68                  
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84                  
Hay, Harriet M. 876.59                  
Hay, Harriet M., Person in Possession 4,983.55               
Hill, Edward L. 15.32                    
Hird, Craige B. - PR 483.34                  
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00               
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06               








AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47








AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







Woodman, Kathy 707.16$               
Wright, Beverly E. - Heirs of 827.86
Wright, Pamela J. 1,464.28
Wright, Wilbur A. 850.14
York, Shana 345.06
Youland, Dennis A. 32.66
Young, Douglas J. & Catherine T. - Person in Possession 1,657.14
Younger, Rebekah T. (JT) 1,507.99
237,772.24$        
Personal Property
2015-2016
Ambrose Auto Repair 14.20$                 
At&T Mobility LLC 13.39
Baker, Dean 621.96
Baker, Dennis E. 41.60
C A R, LLC 24.14
DMX, LLC 1.42
Economou, James L. & Jon S. 52.54
Energy North Group, Inc. 454.40
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly Ann 61.06
Holbrook, Evan 39.76
Hughes Network Systems, LLC 12.78




Northern Leasing Systems, Inc. 59.64
Portland Computer Copy Print PCCI 48.28




Vining, Kenneth & Lori 31.24
2,911.32







Oleary, Marie A. - TTEE 553.09$               
Osmond, Elaina - Person in Possession 927.26
Otis, Robert W. 365.20
Page, Susan M. (JT) 1,996.52
Pajak, Michael (JT) 11.78
Patti, Joseph 760.33
Peaslee, Jacqueline 441.62
Peters, Jeffrey T. 3,007.56
Phillips, David S. (JT) 1,206.83
Pierce, Cathy A. 857.68
Polizotto, Marc M. (JT) 1,804.82
Ponziani, Allen W. 568.00
Protsik, Douglas 3,625.97
Provident Trust Group, LLC 860.52
Ramsey, Thomas R. 577.94
Riley, Susan J. 1,715.36
Rogers, Ronald D. (a/k/a Sr.) 543.89
Rollins, Robert S. * 2,925.20
Rose, Nancy L. - L/E 806.56
Ross, Diana Danae - Person in Possession 1,337.64
Rowe, Judy L. 485.64
Rowe, Judy L. 1,363.20
Scott, Aaron B. & Kathleen A. 1,396.58
Scroggins, Scott D. 13.27
Seaman, Paul M. & Christa M. (JT-50%) TC 544.57
Sheen, Edward H. - Person in Possession 550.96
Soule, Daniel W. 561.61
Stenquist, Sandra W. 586.83
Sykes, Susan - TTEE 1,156.10
Tardif, Frances P. 242.82
Tharp, Edward A. 719.94
Thayer, Brenda J. 1,207.00
Thibeault, John, Jr. 995.42
Thompson, Gary V. & Sue A. 638.83
Tilson Group Limited Partnership 27.74
Toothaker, LW, Jr. & Campbell, D. (JT) 652.06
True, Edward D. - Person in Possession 1,282.26
Turner, Melinda LW 535.34
Vachon, Wilfred B., Jr. (JT) 1,476.80
Varney, Timothy A. & Evelyn M. (JT) - Person in Possession 935.78
Veles Investments LLC 495.58
Verrill, Carol J. - L/E 1,069.26
Verrill, Mark 2,653.98
Verrill, Mark S. 1,871.56
Walsh, Susanna E. 637.15
Waters, Merilee A. - Person in Possession 719.94
Watson, Walker B., Jr. 776.03
Weiss, Lee - Person in Possession 813.66
Whitcomb, Marion E. - L/E et al 239.37
Whitcomb, Marion E. - Person in Possession 276.90







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68$             
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR 62.92                    
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR Person in Possession 1,011.01               
Dexter Pond, C 3,497.78               
Doak, Randolph H. & Sabrina P. 4,004.71               
Dutton, William M. - PR (TC) 170.17                  
Easler, Gary 614.90                  
Ebinger, Patricia A. - TTEE 1,317.74               
Eliopoulos, Steven J. & Joyce 997.42                  
Emerson, An ela M. 165.88                  
Emerso , Robert B. (JT) 1,457.91               
ENRI Route 1 Woolwich, LLC 4,756.09               
Ezzell, Kim M. 733.59                  
Fifield, Misty D. (JT) 354.64                  
Fitzgerald, Benjamin, III & Irene S. 2,472.47               
Fortin, Paul W. 41.10                    
Foss, Jeffrey S. (JT) 245.9                  
Fox, Monte J. - Person in Possession 1,275.56               
Furrow, Dennis G. 655.32                  
Gallant, Edward H. 3,023.02               
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly 527.15                  
Gea ha , Terrance H. 12,735.58             
Gilbert, Thomas 165.16                  
Give Clifton H., II 2,239.38               
Glancy, Christopher M. (JT) 50.85                    
Greenlaw, Joanne S. 35.37                    
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.9               
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36               
Hall, R lph M. (JT) 599.17                  
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78                  
Harrington, Lynn M. 1,698.84               
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19                    
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22                  
Hathorn oods, LLC 358.93                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.4                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.1                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68                  
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84                  
H y, Harriet M. 876.59                  
Hay, Harriet M., Perso in Pos ession 4,983.55               
Hill, Edward L. 15.32                    
Hird, Craige B. - PR 483.34                  
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00               
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06               









AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68$             
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR 62.92                    
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR Person in Possession 1,011.01               
Dexter Pond, C 3,497.78               
Doak, Randolph H. & Sabrina P. 4,004.71               
Dutton, William M. - PR (TC) 170.17                  
Easler, Gary 614.90                  
Ebinger, Patricia A. - TTEE 1,317.74               
Eliopoulos, Steven J. & Joyce 997.42                  
Emerson, Angela M. 165.88                  
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 1,457.91               
ENRI Route 1 Woolwich, LLC 4,756.09               
Ezzell, Kim M. 733.59                  
Fifield, Misty D. (JT) 354.64                  
Fitzgerald, Benjamin, III & Irene S. 2,472.47               
Fortin, Paul W. 41.10                    
Foss, Jeffrey S. (JT) 245.9                  
Fox, Monte J. - Person in Possession 1,275.56               
Furrow, Dennis G. 655.32                  
Gallant, Edward H. 3,023.02               
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly 527.15                  
Geaghan, Terrance H. 12,735.58             
Gilbert, Thomas 165.16                  
Given, Clifton H., II 2,239.38               
Glancy, Christopher M. (JT) 50.85                    
Greenlaw, Joanne S. 35.37                    
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.9               
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36               
Hall, R lph M. (JT) 599.17                  
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78                  
Harrington, Lynn M. 1,698.84               
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19                    
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.4                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.1                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68                  
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84                  
Hay, Harriet M. 876.59                  
Hay, Harriet M., Person in Possession 4,983.55               
Hill, Edward L. 15.32                    
Hird, Craige B. - PR 483.34                  
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00               
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06               








Woodman, Kathy 707.16$               
Wright, Beverly E. - Heirs of 827.86
Wright, Pamela J. 1,464.28
Wright, Wilbur A. 850.14
York, Shana 345.06
Youland, Dennis A. 32.66
Young, Douglas J. & Catherine T. - Person in Possession 1,657.14
Younger, Rebekah T. (JT) 1,507.99
237,772.24$        
Personal Property
2015-2016
Ambrose Auto Repair 14.20$                 
At&T Mobility LLC 13.39
Bak , Dean 621.96
Baker, Dennis E. 41.60
C A R, LLC 24.14
DMX, LLC 1.42
Economou, James L. & Jon S. 52.54
Energy North Group, Inc. 454.40
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly Ann 61.06
Holbrook, Evan 39.76
Hughes Network Systems, LLC 12.78




Northern Leasing Systems, Inc. 59.64
Portland Computer Copy Print PCCI 48.28




Vining, Kenneth & Lori 31.24
2,911.32
240,683.56$        
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Younger, Rebekah T. (JT) 1,507.99
237,772.24$        
Personal Property
2015-2016
Ambrose Auto Repair 14.20$                 
At&T Mobility LLC 13.39
Baker, Dean 621.96
Baker, Dennis E. 1.60
C A R, LLC 24.14
DMX, LLC 1.42
Economou, James L. & Jon S. 52.54
Energy North Group, Inc. 454.40
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly Ann 61.06
Holbrook, Evan 39.76
Hughes Network Sy tems, LLC 12.78




Northern Leasing S stems, I c. 59.64
Portland Computer Copy Print P CI 48.28




Vining, Kenneth & Lori 31.24
2,911.32







AA Associates, LLC 29.82$                 
AA Development, LLC 244.86
AA Development, LLC 474.28
AA Development, LLC 475.70
AA Development, LLC 489.90
Alexander-Farmer, Elizabeth (JT) 1,247.23
Allen, David 2,962.61
Ambrose, Merle S., Jr. (JT) 712.35
Ambrose, Merle Stanley, Jr. (JT) 710.90
Andersen, Tammy L. - PR 1,708.26
Anderson, Harold J. - LE 278.31
Anton, Carl J. 2,663.92
Bailey, Alan N; Dean S; Leigh B et 7,384.00
Bailey, Leigh B. & Dean S. & Alan N. 1,080.62
Bailey, Margaret G. - Person in Possession 1,942.56
Baker, Angela M. (Party in Possession) 329.44
Baker, Dean 626.93
Baker, Dean A. 1,242.50
Belanger, Rosanne - Person in Possession 17.04
Bell-Melvin, Renee Y. 8.22
Blersch, Trudi AB 648.94
Booker, Philip V., Sr. - Person in Possession 1,180.02
Boucher, Ronald M., Sr. 325.89
Bowen, BH & Marenius, Dr. (TC) - Person in Possession 445.88
Bowman, Robert L. (JT) 1,420.00
Boynton, Charlotte A. 2,029.18
Bragg, Amy C. (f/k/a) (JT) 3.09











Callan, Jillian K. 512.62
Caton, Dianne R. - Person in Possession 790.94
Chadbourne, Dale 298.14
Chadwick, Brian P. (JT) 820.76
Chandler, Pamela J. 1,533.60
Chop Point, Inc. 1,700.42
Chubbuck, KT & Mailly, ML - Person in Possession 2,382.76
Coffin, Russell Aidan (JT) 386.24
Colby, Daniel & Julie 1,252.44
Collins, Donald J., III 935.78
Cousins, Dawn L. 2,078.88
Cousins, Dawn L. 626.47







Daggett, Daniel A. (TC) 7,258.68$             
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR 62.92                    
Daggett, Edwin T., Jr., ESQ - PR Person in Possession 1,011.01               
Dexter Pond, C 3,497.78               
Doak, Randolph H. & Sabrina P. 4,004.71               
Dutton, William M. - PR (TC) 170.17                  
Easler, Gary 614.90                  
Ebinger, Patricia A. - TTEE 1,317.74               
Eliopoulos, Steven J. & Joyce 997.42                  
Emerson, Angela M. 165.88                  
Emerson, Robert B. (JT) 1,457.91               
ENRI Route 1 Woolwich, LLC 4,756.09               
Ezzell, Kim M. 733.59                  
Fifield, Misty D. (JT) 354.64                  
Fitzgerald, Benjamin, III & Irene S. 2,472.47               
Fortin, Paul W. 41.10                    
Foss, Jeffrey S. (JT) 245.9                  
Fox, Monte J. - Person in Possession 1,275.56               
Furrow, Dennis G. 655.32                  
Gallant, Edward H. 3,023.02               
Galuza, Gerald & Beverly 527.15                  
Geaghan, Terrance H. 12,735.58             
Gilbert, Thomas 165.16                  
Given, Clifton H., II 2,239.38               
Glancy, Christopher M. (JT) 50.85                    
Greenlaw, Joanne S. 35.37                    
Greenlaw, William (JT) 1,472.9               
Hagerthy, Ronald L. 1,647.36               
Hall, R lph M. (JT) 599.17                  
Hallowell, Rosiebelle - TTEE 351.78                  
Harrington, Lynn M. 1,698.84               
Hathorn Woods, LLC 47.19                    
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 191.62                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 503.36                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 363.22                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 358.93                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 297.4                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.15                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 293.1                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 470.47                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 413.27                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 336.05                  
Hathorn Woods, LLC 251.68                  
Hathorne, Barry R. 840.84                  
Hay, Harriet M. 876.59                  
Hay, Harriet M., Person in Possession 4,983.55               
Hill, Edward L. 15.32                    
Hird, Craige B. - PR 483.34                  
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,145.00               
Holbrook, Evan W. (JT) 2,348.06               





















































   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   




   
   
   






   
   





   
   





   
   





   
   





   
   












































































































































































































































































































































   
   





   
   





   
   





   
   





   
   





   






   






   
   





   
   





   
   





   






   






   















































Evan, Mary C. 2,116.40$            
Schedule A-12
TIME DEPOSITS:
       First Federal Savings:
              Fire Protection Fund 210.11$               
              Roxanne Stephens 397.67
              Francis Gilmore 1,790.04
              Tanner Square Memorial Fund 509.89
2,907.71$            
       Bath Savings Institution:
              Murphy's Corner Cemetery Association 9,198.63$            
              Thwings Point Cemetery 558.55
9,757.18
Fund Balance, June 30, 2016 (Exhibit H) 12,664.89$          
UNEXPENDED
PRINCIPAL INCOME
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS:
       Fire Protection Fund 27.02$                 183.09$               
       Roxanne Stephens 50.00 347.67
       Frances Gilmore 500.00 1,290.04
       Tanner Square Memorial Fund 124.66 385.23
       Murphy's Corner Cemetery Association 8,730.00 468.63
       Thwings Point Cemetery 500.00 58.55















       Balance, July 1, 2015 39,396.86$          
              Add: Interest 59.29
              Less: Transfer to General Fund (8,503.82)
       Balance, June 30, 2016 30,952.33$          
EMERGENCY SERVICES REPLACEMENT RESERVE:
       Balance, July 1, 2015 37,303.72$          
              Add: Interest 24.26
              Less: Transfer to General Fund (27,000.00)
                        Penalty (9.99)
       Balance, June 30, 2016 10,317.99
OLD TOWN HOUSE RESERVE:
       Balance, July 1, 2015 3,712.36$            
              Add: Interest 5.57
              Less: Transfer to General Fund (267.75)
       Balance, June 30, 2016 3,450.18
SEPTIC RESERVE:
       Balance, July 1, 2015 14,536.73$          
              Add: Interest 21.84
       Balance, June 30, 2016 14,558.57
59,279.07$          
	 TOWN	OF	WOOLWICH	 7
Snowplowing	Contracts
	 	 	 	 	 	
CONTRACT	 FY5/6		 FY6/7	 FY7/8	 	FY8/9	FY9/0	
	 Amount		 Amount		 Amount		 Amount		 Amount		 Total
Contract	A	(Shaw)	 9,805.00	 9,805.00	 93,86.00	 	 	 79,436.00
Contract	B	(Shaw)	 84,49.00	 84,49.00	 85,76.00	 	 	 53,674.00
Contract	C	(Jewell)	 99,59.00	 99,59.00	 00,688.00	 	 	 99,87.00
Contract	D-	(Quonset)	 7,445.00	 7,445.00	 7,637.00	 	 	 5,57.00
Contract	D-	(Shaw)	 0,863.00	 0,863.00	 ,08.00	 	 	 333,808.00
Contract	E	(Quonset)	 8,94.00	 8,94.00	 8,84.00	 	 	 4,67.00
TOTAL	 43,48.00	 43,48.00	 47,693.00	 0.00	 0.00	,43,989.00
	 	 	 	 	 	
Approved	at	Town	Meeting	 43,48.00	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
First	year	same	as	last	year	-	following	years	will	be	figured	on	CPI-U		 	 	 	 	 	
CPI-U	for	05	was	-0.		FY7	Contracts	will	remain	the	same	as	FY6	 	 	 	 	 	
CPI-U	for	06	was	.	FY8	contracts	will	increase	rounded	to	nearest	dollar.	 	 	 	 	
	
We	would	like	to	give	our	plowing	contractors	a	huge	hand	and	many	kudos	for	the	jobs	that	they	have	
done	 this	winter	of	06/07.	 In	February,	we	had	several	storms	 in	a	 row	that	made	 it	very	hard	 to	

































Responsible	 for	 implementing	 all	 Board	 of	 Selectmen’s	 policy	 decisions	 and	 providing	 staff	 in	





































Ability	 to	 listen	and	 to	accept	criticism;	must	possess	conflict	 resolution	skills	and	public	 relation	
skills.
Training	and	Experience	Required
Considerable	 experience	 in	 a	 responsible	 position	 of	 a	 managerial	 nature,	 preferably	 in	 local	
government.	A	background	in	financial	management	and	accounting,	budget	preparation	and	accounting,	







Employee	 of	 this	 class	 is	 responsible	 for	 the	 preparation	 and	maintenance	 of	 official	 documents;	














































































High	 school	 graduation,	 plus	 experience	 in	 the	 collection	 and	management	of	monies;	 knowledge	




This	 is	 responsible	 administrative	 and	 technical	 work	 in	 carrying	 out	 the	 building	 and	 plumbing	
inspections	and	 in	securing	compliance	with	code	and	zoning	regulations.	This	position	 is	 responsible	
for	 issuing	 building	 and	 plumbing	 permits;	 conducting	 building,	 housing	 and	 plumbing	 inspections;	
enforcing	certain	state	and	municipal	zoning	ordinances;	maintaining	liaison	with	appropriate	state	and	






















-	Considerable	 knowledge	 of	 State	 and	Town	 zoning	 ordinance	 provisions	 and	 ability	 to	 interpret	
same.
-	Must	possess	a	valid	motor	vehicle	operator’s	license.





The	 Municipal	 Shellfish	 Warden	 is	 responsible	 for	 performing	 routine	 and	 complex	 public	 law	




















































.	 The	 work	 environment	 characteristics	 described	 here	 are	 representative	 of	 those	 an	 employee	































-	 Prepares	monthly	 and	 annual	 reports	 of	 activities.	 Compiles	 a	 variety	 of	 data	 regarding	 animal	
control.
-	Removes	dead	animals	from	roads.

































.	 The	 work	 environment	 characteristics	 described	 here	 are	 representative	 of	 those	 an	 employee	





































8.	 Responsible	for	 the	development	and	 implementation	of	an	annual	fire	prevention	program	and	
activities	in	the	local	school.






































	 	 	 a)	That	Assistant	shall	serve	at	the	will	and	pleasure	of	the	Director.
	 	 	 b)	The	Assistant	Director	will	perform	all	duties	assigned	by	the	Director.




	 	 	 a)	The	other	officers	shall	serve	at	the	will	and	pleasure	of	the	Director.
	 	 	 b)	The	other	officers	will	perform	all	duties	assigned	by	the	Director.
5.	 The	 Director	 will	 be	 responsible	 for	 the	 day	 to	 day	 operations,	 training,	 budgeting	 and	
purchasing.
	 	 	 a)	He/She	shall	have	the	authority	to	hire	and	fire	employees	as	the	need	dictates.
	 	 	 b)	He/She	will	maintain	a	Woolwich	EMS	SOG.
















































































































Article	8		 To	select	a	fish	commissioner	for	a	five	year	term.	 William	D.	Potter	(06-0)	 Passed	by	voice
Article	9		 a)	To	see	what	action	the	Town	will	take	in	regard	to	the	alewives	privileges	at	Nequasset	and	Back	
River	Creek	for	the	coming	year.		 Passed	by	voice	to	leave	up	to	Fish	Commission
	 b)	To	 see	 if	 the	 town	will	 authorize	 the	 Fish	Commissioners,	 on	 behalf	 of	 the	 town,	 to	 use	 funds	
from	the	yearly	sale	of	alewife	privileges	collected	in	the	Fish	Way	Account	for	maintenance	purposes	of	the	Fish	
Way	buildings	and	property.	The	Fish	Commissioners	are	responsible	for	maintenance	decisions.	As	the	Fish	Way	













Note: This article is needed because the LD1 Tax Reform Legislation does not take into account the Town’s use of 
Surplus to reduce taxes when processing the commitment of taxes and the appropriations approved during this Town 









	 	 Passed	by	voice	 05	appropriation	$45,797.00
Article	14		 To	see	if	the	Town	will	vote	to	raise	and	appropriate	the	sum	of	$35,115.00	for	the	compensation	of	the	
Tax	Collector,	Deputy	Town	Clerk	and	to	authorize	the	Selectmen	to	spend	any	amount	up	to	$35,5.00.	


























mileage)	 to	 the	 Animal	 Control	 Officer	 (ACO)	 and	 to	 authorize	 the	 Selectmen	 to	 spend	 any	 amount	 up	 to	













Note: Every 11 years the calendar has an extra		 	67.09		Med
	Pay period for which we must budget.  					09.95		Ret
		 	 $4,980.7								
General	Government
Article	17		 a)	 Shall	 the	 current	 Woolwich	 Recreation	 Committee	 be	 renamed	 the	 Woolwich	 Special	 Events	
Committee?	 Passed	by	voice
	 b)	Shall	a	new	Woolwich	Recreation	Department	be	created?	Said	Department	is	to	be	run	by	a	Board	




































































Elevator	Reserve	               -0-     ,000.00
	 	 $3,700.00		 $32,050.00	
	 	 	05	appropriation	$3,700.00
**Note: Cleaning Bid also includes the annual stripping/waxing of tile floors and the shampooing of the 
carpets.	
Article	22		 To	see	if	the	Town	will	vote	to	raise	and	appropriate	the	sum	of	$21,000.00	for	the	Town’s	insurance.	
Note: Art. 22 includes all municipal buildings, contents, vehicles & tax acquired properties.  





	 	 Passed	by	voice	 05	appropriation	$0,00.00	
	
Article	24		 To	see	if	the	Town	will	vote	to	raise	and	appropriate	the	sum	of	$2,000.00	to	update	the	property	tax	
maps.	 	 Passed	by	voice	 05	appropriation	$,000.00
Article	25		 To	see	if	the	Town	will	vote	to	raise	and	appropriate	the	sum	of	$4,000.00	for	the	“Computer	Replacement	
Account.”	(Town’s	aging	server	and	firewall	need	to	be	replaced	this	year)	





	 	 Passed	by	voice	 05	appropriation	$8,700.00	
	 TOWN	OF	WOOLWICH	 33
Article	28		 To	see	if	the	Town	will	vote	to	raise	and	appropriate	the	sum	of	$5,000.00	for	the	Town’s	Litigation	
Account.	 		 Passed	by	voice	 05	appropriation	$3,000.00



































**Note:	This year on April 30th, the City of Bath, along with area towns, sponsored a Household Hazardous Waste 
Collection Day. Citizens pre-registered to dispose of such items as oil based paints, fuels, solvents, insecticides, 
etc.  Passed	by	voice 05	appropriation	$,000.00
	 d)	To	see	if	the	town	will	vote	to	adopt	a	pay-per-bag	plan	for	non-recyclable	trash,	charging	$.00	
per	30	gallon	bag	and	$.00	per	5	gallon	bag	and	to	authorize	 the	Selectpeople	to	enter	 into	a	contract	with	a	





















following	 accounts	 (Appropriate	$600.00**	 from	WEMA	account	 and	 raise	&	 appropriate	$74,422.00	 through	
taxation):	 	 Passed	by	voice
																																 05																												 2016
Hydrants		 (Bath)	 $6,35.00		 	@	$,49.00	 $7,904.00
	 (Wiscasset)	 	8,368.00		 3	@	$,4.9		 	8,368.00
Fire	Chief	 		 7,84.50	 	,500.00
EMS	Director/Asst.	Chief	 	,050.00	 	3,000.00
Asst.	Chief	 		 ,050.00	 	3,000.00
Captain		 		 ,8.5	 	,000.00












Air	Packs	 	 	,500.00	 	,500.00
Fire	Hose	 		 ,000.00	 	,000.00
Fire	Dept.	Computer	 				,000.00	 													-0-












Truck	Fuel		 	 5,000.00		 4,500.00
Equipment	Repairs		 5,500.00		 5,500.00
Truck	Repairs		 ,500.00		 ,500.00	
Laundry		 	 350.00		 -0-
Contingent	Account		 5,000.00		 5,400.00	






Wages	 	 		36,000.00	 		38,000.00
		 	 $88,700.00		 $88,700.00
	 d)	To	 see	 if	 the	Town	will	 vote	 to	 raise	 and	 appropriate	 the	 sum	of	$44,000.00	 for	 the	Woolwich	
Emergency	Medical	Service	Account.	The	breakdown	of	the	account	is	as	follows:		 Passed	by	voice
																				 05																													 2016
AEDs	 		 $,000.00	 $,000.00
Annual	Fees	 	,500.00		 	,500.00
Billing	Fees		 500.00	 	500.00
Clothing	 		 ,000.00	 	,000.00
Communications	 	4,000.00	 	4,000.00
Contingency	 	500.00	 	500.00





Payroll	 		 ,000.00	 ,000.00	
Training	 		 5,000.00	 	5,000.00
Vehicle	Maintenance	 				3,000.00	 					3,000.00























																			 	 $,50.00	 $15,602.00
*	First	 time	request	–	 submitted	 the	required	petition	with	proper	amount	of	valid	 signatures	and	other	
necessary	information.
**	See	Article	17b





General Guide to Consumer Fireworks Use 
If your community has no ordinances restricting or prohibiting the use of consumer fireworks in 
your community, then Maine Public Law Chapter 416, provides the following applicable guidelines 
for using these products. 
1. § 223-A. §§ 8 (A) Consumer fireworks may be used between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 10 
p.m., except that on the following dates they may be used between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 
12:30 a.m. the following day: 
(1) July 4th;
(2) December 31st; and 
(3) The weekends immediately before and after July 4th and December 31st.
2. § 223-A. §§ 8 (B) A person may use consumer fireworks only on that person’s property or on 
the property of a person who has consented to the use of consumer fireworks on that 
property.
A person who violates this subsection commits a civil violation for which a fine of not less 
than $50 and not more than $500, plus court costs, may be adjudges for any one offense. 
3. § 223-A. §§ 11 (D) A person under 21 years of age may not purchase, use or possess 
consumer fireworks within the State of Maine. 
4. §221-A, §§1-A The following products are prohibited for use in Maine. 
A. Missile-type rockets, as defined by the State Fire Marshal by rule; 
 B. Helicopters and aerial spinners, as defined by the State Fire Marshal by rule; and 
 C. Sky rockets and bottle rockets. For purposes of this paragraph, "sky rockets and bottle 
 rockets" means cylindrical tubes containing not more than 20 grams of chemical 
 composition, as defined by the State Fire Marshal by rule, with a wooden stick attached for 
 guidance and stability that rise into the air upon ignition and that may produce a burst of 
 color or sound at or near the height of flight. 
For additional information contact: 
Tim Fuller 
 Office of the State Fire Marshal 
 45 Commerce Center Drive, Ste. 1 
 Augusta, Maine  04330 






















































“The New England town meeting is 
probably the purest form of democracy 
in existence today. Please help to 
preserve it by attending town meeting. 
Please read this report carefully and 
bring it with you.”
Borrowed	from	the	annual	report
for	the	Town	of	Troy,	Maine
Picture courtesy of Lynette Eastman
40	 ANNUAL	REPORT
	Woolwich	Emergency	Medical	Service	
Donation	List
	 	 Here	is	a	sample	list	of	what	your	donation	to	Woolwich	EMS	could	buy.	Please	feel	free	to	donate	
for	any	specific	item,	or	in	any	dollar	amount	you	choose.	We	are	grateful	for	any	donation.	Thank	you	for	
helping	us	keep	our	budget	as	low	as	we	can	and	provide	additional	tools	and	training	for	our	EMTs.
Equipment
CPR	Mask		 	$8.00	
Bag	Valve	Mask	 	$5.00	
Sam	Splint	Kit	 	$9.00	
Basic	EMT	Medical	Bag	w/supplies	 	$60.00	
Portable	Oxygen	Kit	 	$99.00
EMS	Jacket	 	$300.00
Laryngoscope	 	$35.00
Finger	Pulse	Oximeter	 	$387.00
Pager	(emergency	services)	w/charger	 	$450.00
Portable	Radio		 $500.00
Mobile	Radio	 	$600.00
Electric	Suction	Unit	 	$750.00
Manual	Stretcher		 $,00.00
Automatic	External	Defibrillator	(AED)		 $,500.00	
Stair	Chair		 $3,000.00	 	
Training
Basic	EMT	class	w/books	and	fees	 	$,000.00
Intermediate	class	w/books	and	fees	 	$,500.00
Paramedic	class	w/books	and	fees	 	$5,500.00
All	donations	should	be	mailed	to:	Woolwich	EMS	Donations
	 13	Nequasset	Road
		 Woolwich,	Maine	04579
